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Government decides to up tuition '80

J.P. Venton, WLU VP gives a couple of reasons why the tuition
was increased

by Karen Ainslie
Well, it's the old story. Tuition
fees are being increased by 7.2
percent for the 1980-81 academic
year. However, there is something
new. The provincial government has
announced a 7.5 percent increase in
its formula fee. This formula fee is
the amount of money subtracted
from the government grant awarded
per student to the universities. This
fee then is the actual amount the
student pays or the tuition fee. This
means that the grant will be less, and
the percentage the student must
pay will be increased.
According to J. P. Venton,
WLU's Vice President of
Administration and Finance, there
are two possible reasons for this
increase. One reason the
government has increased
the
formula fee is so that it won't have to
increase the grants. For this reason
he feels the government will
continue to increase formula fees in
the future. The other reason the fees
have been raised is that a complaint
has been made that the proportion

Union decides to enforce policy:
Psych exam is cancelled

the student pays has been falling
over the years. An attempt is now
being made by the government to
ensure that in the future, the
proportion of costs maintained by
the student does not decrease.
The government has also
announced another new policy. For
the first time, in the 1980-81
academic year, universities will be
able to increase their fees to a
maximum of 10 percent above the
new formula fee. This means that in
fact some universities could raise
their fees next year to 17.5 percent
over last year's fees.
However, Venton feels that this is
not likely to happen. For one thing,
this 10 percent is actually a control,
because up until now universities
have been allowed to raise their fees

any amount above the formula fee,
and many universities like WLU
have raised them a small percentage
in the past. Venton also doubts that
any university will raise their tuition
drastically because unless all
universities do so they would likely
see a decline in enrolment. The
chance ofOntario developing elitist
schools because of tuition is not
likely unless a particular university
feels very confident that they have a
special program that will attract
students regardless of cost. What is
more likely, says Venton, is that all
Ontario universities will gradually
raise their fees towards the 10
percent over a period of years.
OSAP has also promised to set
aside 3.3 million dollars to cover the
increase in tuition fees.

Clark just
misses WLU
by Karen Kehn
Everyone had donned their threepiece suits for the occasion. And he
never did come. He had to return to
Ottawa to prepare a statement for
the vote on non-confidence to be
held that night, December 13.
Prime Minister Joe Clark had not
wanted to cancel his visits on that
Thursday. Although he did go to
Burlington as planned in the
morning, WLUSU received a phone
call at 11:00 a.m. cancelling his
appearance at WLU at 3:00. The
prime minister waited until he was
sure there was a good chance of his

being defeated before he cancelled
arrangements, said Mitch Patten, a
WLU student who is active in the PC
party and who helped make the
plans for Clark's visit on campus.
Patten said he had been contacted
earlier in December to arrange a
meeting between Joe Clark and the
students. He said the prime minister
wanted to take the opportunity to
find out what was on students'
minds.
Everyone was disappointed when
he didn't show up, Patten stated.
"It's not often that a PM comes to
your school."

Whipped again!
Morgenson

is upset about the cancellation of his December exam

by Mary Sehl
On December 3 Dr. Donald
Morgenson's Psychology 100 exam
was cancelled less than five minutes
before it was to be administered, due
to a decision handed down by WLU
president Dr. Neale Tayler.

exam scheduled at the same time was
administered to the students without
interruptrion.
According to Morgenson, his
students had been given the option
of writing the exam earlier but voted
on the December 3 date. Morgenson
said he was aware of the regulation
Mike Sutherland, WLUSU in the Faculty Manual which states
president, said Tom Sturrup, "Term tests are not to be scheduled
Commissioner of University Affairs during the last week ofclasses prior
and Debbie Michie, Research Coto the final examination", but
ordinator, had been doing research believed it referred to term courses
on the scheduling of midterms on only.
the final week of classes. When they
Morgenson said he did not feel the
found a number ofexams were being regulation was applicable to his
scheduled during that wek, they course because it was a full year
presented their findings to the course rather than term course and
university administration but therefore did not have a final
nothing was done at that time to examination scheduled in
rectify the situation.
December.
Although he agreed with the
When WLUSU found out about
Morgenson's exam the week before principle of the regulation, he said
it was to be held, Sutherland said "I did not think it applied in this
they decided to bring the situation context." He added, "I do not want
before Dr. Tayler. He said, "When to see students wiped out in the last
we took action at the end, we didn't week of classes."
Sutherland, however, said "It was
think anything would come of
it...(Dr.) Tayler surprised us."
clear when it (the regulation) was
Dr. Tayler, however, said "The voted in that it was to apply to any
student government debated the exams." When asked whether he
question and passed a motion in would have gone ahead with his
their government that there not be action to have the exam cancelled if
exams on that particular week....We he had known that the students
(the university)felt we had little themselves had voted on the exam
date, he said "I don't know."
maneuvering room."
Since Morgenson's exam was
Dr. Tayler said he "may not have
brought to Dr. Tayler's attention, it taken action" had heknown that the
was the only one affected. A Biology exam date was chosen by the

students.
According to Morgenson, an
optional exam for December 5, the
next class, was scheduled but most
students were not prepared for it. As
a result he scheduled another
optional exam for January 7 which
he says was written by most of his
140 students.
He said he felt the decision to
cancel the exam had only harmed his
students. He said, "I was upset
because they (his students) were

upset."

Paula Cosgrove, a student in
Morgenson's Psychology 100
course, said "We were all prepared. I
know everyone was kind of upset
because everyone was ready to write
it. That's the date we picked."
Sutherland said it was
unfortunate that the students
prepared for the exam were
affected, but such problems result'
from any short term action?
"The administration admitted
they should have done something
two or three weeks before when we
first came to them," he said.
Sutherland added, "Anyone that
wrote an exam at that time (the final
week of classes) and failed it, has
every right to petition it."

Morgenson said he has received
apologies from both Tom Sturrup
and Dr. Tayler for the problems
involved and has passed these
apologies on to his students.

Business students spray Jim McCutcheon with whipping cream
at end of term
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of the Family
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Even law can't change society's thinking
by Blair Carey, Diana Mick,
percentage, Mr. Jones found that
Pat Smith, Shelley Smith and
many lawyers are reluctant to take
Janet Heimple
the case in support of the father.
Theoretically, the legal system is They know that their chances of
"black and white", although as a winning the case are low, even
result of an interview with a before the trial begins. Many
divorced father, various "grey" lawyers' attitudes, and sometimes
areas in need of further investigation the judge's as well, make it apparent
were discovered.
that they lean very heavily in the
One or two years ago there was a mother's favor and try to persuade a
change in the law concerning who father against fighting for custody.
gets custody of the children in the However, in Mr. Jones' case, it was
case of divorce. Before this new law the lawyers and not necessarily the
it was generally considered by the pre-trial judge that did this.
Another problem that can have a
court system that the mother was
better equipped to care for the serious effect on the custody, is the
children, unless proven unfit, (which long term that very often has to be
is very hard to prove in most cases). waited before a contested divorce
Now, according to Judge Bean, the and custody case comes up for trial.
law states that the best person, (not Mr. Jones feel that a very thorough
necessarily a parent) should be the assessment should be made of both
one to gain custody of the children. parents' abilities to care for the
But the question is, now that the law children, the children themselves,
has been changed, is there a the financial situation of both
difference in the outcome ofcustody parents, and the environment that
the children are living in, as soon as
cases.
In one interview with Judge Bean, possible after the separation, to
a Family Court judge in Kitchener, decide where the children would be
and another with a divorced father better off. He feels that this
from the area (he will be called Mr. assessment should be done by a
Jones since he wishes to remain panel or group of people, perhaps
anonymous), we found that still in made up of a social worker from the
well over 90 percent of the custody Family and Children's Services, a
cases in court, the mother is granted psychologist, and some other
custody. Because of this high professionals that would be related

to these types of situations.
Psychological tests are voluntary
now, but he feels that they should be
included in a complete assessment.
Very often when a court case is
begun in Kitchener, it is alotted a
certain length of time which is an
estimate of how long they think it
will take. If the case is not completed
and settled in this time, there is
another waiting period, varying
from one or two days, to as long as
two weeks, and sometimes longer. In
this interval, the presiding judge can
have many more cases and there is
no longer the full remembrance of
the case when it returns to court. Mr.
Jones believes that when a case is
begun it should be continued until it
is finished to avoid the judge,
lawyers and everyone concerned
from losing all perspective of the
trial during those intervals. He has
been led to believe that in other
municipalities such as Toronto, the
cases are continued until finished.
It is his understanding that some
judges are appointed to the Supreme
Court to handle family law, without
having practiced or having had any
previous experience in family law.
This could be detrimental to the
outcome of the case.
It is also interesting to note that in
custody cases, the parents' pasts are

Tuffy's budget is questioned
smaller teams need more money
by Susan Rowe
Last month the issue ofunfairness
in the budget for the Athletics
Department was raised at the
President's Council meeting, Mike
Sutherland, WLUSU president took
a proposal to the Council which
suggested that the varsity squash
team should be given $500 by WLU
since as far as Sutherland knew, no
money was being allotted to them. J.
P. Venton, vice-president controller
and Dr. Tayler, WLU president
agreed with Sutherland that it
should be no problem getting them
this amount.
However after some investigation, it was discovered that $250 was
already allotted to the team by
'Tuffy' Knight, director of the

Athletics department at WLU, in his
revised budget, out of the $6,001 set
aside for minor sports. It was
decided that since this money was
allotted by Knight it must be
sufficient for the squash team's
needs. Therefore, the idea of giving
the $500 was dropped.
However some people seem to
disagree on this point. Apparently
the seven-member squash team had
to go to Kingston for a weekend
tournament with only $100.
Undoubtedly if more money was
allotted there would be more
opportunity for the squash team to
travel and grow in size. Also, that
$100 represents almost half of their
total budget.
Sutherland has proposed that a

committee, consisting of a male and
a female student, Knight and
perhaps one or two people from the
Athletics department, should be
formed. This would prevent the
problem of other coaches having to
plea for funds themselves. The
possibility of forming this
committee is being looked into by
the President's Council.
Knight was unavailable for
comment at this time.

not considered as being as important

as the present behavior But, in rape
cases, it is just the opposite. It is the
past lifestyle of the person raped
which is brought out most. Why is
there such a difference?
On top of all these problems, the
fact that many more mothers are
gaining custody than fathers, is very
striking. In the case of Mr. Jones,
there was evidence to indicate
physical abuse as well as indications
that the children were not being fed
right,or put to bed at a decent hour.
There was also emotional abuse.
Invariably, this is very difficult to
prove in court. Even the mother's
witnesses in court testified to thefact
that he was a good father and thathe
had a veryclose relationship with his
children. The mother, knowing that
the court case was soon to come,
improved a great deal shortly before
the trial went to the judge. This
recent behavior of the mother was
weighed very heavily by the judge in
the decision, as opposed to what had
happened from separation on.

Because of the way the court system
traditionally leans in the mother's
favor, a father still has to prove he is
a much better parent than her, in
order to even have a chance at
gaining custody. The father has to
prove that the mother is unfit before
he can have the children, but the
inverse is not true. The mother does
not have to prove that he is unfit
before she can have the children
because she will probably get the
children anyway.
Mr. Jones does not believe that
over 90 percent of the fathers do not
have the capacity to provide all the
things necessary in bringing up a
healthy child, such as emotional,
physical and spiritual needs.
Through the example of this case,
one can see that the law has been
changed. But, how can people's
ways of thinking be changed? The
law is not being enforced because it
takes the court system, and for that
matter, society itself, to change its
attitudes in the right direction, in
effect, making the new law useless.

Parking limit changes
by Karen Kehn
Within two weeks Waterloo City
Council will be voting on a traffic
by-law which will change the one
hour parking limit on Bricker Street
to three hours. Bricker forms the
southern boundary of the WLU
campus.
Waterloo MayorMarjorie Carroll
said the council has approved the
initial engineering report which was
compiled after a complaint was
made by Fred Nichols, Dean of
Students at WLU.

law. Only two homeowners were
opposed to the change.
Nichols visited one woman who
complained that students abused
their parking privileges on the street.
Driveways were often blocked, and
it was difficult to remove snow.
Sometimes students would turn
around in driveways and drive over
flower beds. Because of similar
complaints years ago the by-law had
been changed to the one hour
parking limit.
Nichols told the woman students

For the 1979-80 fiscal year the
revised Athletics budget totals
$286,986 with $24,120 of that going
to football and $20,430 going to
hockey. The total budget for
women's athletics is $9,350.

,
Marjorie Carroll,
Mayor of Waterloo

Reminder NOTICE!
to all students with outstanding accounts.
The balance of your account
is due January 15,1980

Accounts not paid by January 31,1980
will require an additional

$3.00 per month!

Nichols said policemen were
issuing tickets every day to cars
parked on Bricker Street. The one
hour limit "didn't make sense to
me" Nichols stated in a recent
interview. All classes run for a
minimum of one hour.
On September 21, Nichols called
city hall to complain about the three
hour limit. Later he visited the
mayor and asked her what steps
must be taken to change the by-law
to better accomodate students. The
mayor passed the inquiry on to the
Engineering Department which is in
"harge of roads.
Carroll said the city hall tries to be
cooperative when a complaint is
made.
Letters were sent to all 33
residents on Bricker Street
informing them of the complaint
and the proposed change in the by-

would park there anyway and why
giving tickets. He
promised the woman he would ask
the students to have more
consideration for the homeowners.
The proposed change "is a good
thing for students", Nichols stated
with elation. There are 40 parking
spaces on Bricker if students park
properly.
Mayor Carroll hope the university
will plan to provide more parking
lots for students. She thought more
parking was supposed to be made
available behind the houses owned
by the university on Bricker. When
contacted by a Cord reporter, Wes
Robinson, director of Physical Plant
and Planning, said the university
was planning to tear down three
houses on Bricker to make room for
more parking. He said these plans
are subject to change.
aggravate them by
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Non-business students can get jobs too

Lou Pike, Career Program Co-ordinator. is excited about

Career Day.
by Carl Friesen
Placement and Career Services
(PCS) will be offering a career day
for Arts and Science students of
January 23 in the Paul Martin
Center.
Lou Pike, Career Program

Coordinator, says that there is a
myth that only Business students
have a chance to get a good jobupon
graduation. "We want to blow that

myth apart".
About 20 different industries,
businesses, and agencies will be

sending representatives to discuss about specific areas of business or
employment opportunities with the particular employers or fields they
students. Pike says. Although they are interested in, so representatives
are coming here to inform, not to in these areas can be found who can
recruit, students will beable to check help.
with PCS later if they are interested
The evening will "instill
confidence in the Arts and Sciences
in a particular employer.
General Motors, McGraw- students" Pike says. Employers are
Hill/Ryerson, the Royal Ontario less interested in what a student's
Museum, and the Ontario Ministry major is than they are with
of Community and Social Services interpersonal and communication
are four of the potential employers skills.
who will be represented.
A student's career plans should
A relaxed, informal atmosphere is not be directed as much by their
planned. Pike says.
major as .by their personality,
Each representative will have a interests, and skills. For most
table and will be prepared to employers, a person's having a
answer questions from students degree is most important in showing
regarding skills, education, and that she or he has certain analytical
involvement in extracurricular skills, and that they finish what they
activities that employers are start.
interested in. The objective of the
The Placement and Career
evening is primarily to help students Services Offices, which was open
find out what they should be doing Wednesday evenings during
now to prepare for employment
after graduation.
PCS is asking Arts and Sciences
students to contribute feedback

'

WLUSU board
Election, decoration budget discussed
by Mark Wigmore

While some governments went
down to defeat during the Christmas

holidays, the government of the
student union continued amid a
cloud of controversy and confusion.
The meeting of the WLUSU board
on December 2nd centred around
the reports from the various
committees of the board, but was
dominated by the confusion around
the Segarini concert held December
6 and the controversy surrounding
the examination policy of the
university.
The confusion around the
Segarini concert evolved around the
technical right of John Karr,
WLUSU business manager and
Dave Orsini, WLUSU Entertainment Co-ordinator to contract the
band Segarini since it exceeded the
$1,300 limit set by the board as the
maximum amount for a band
contract without approval by the
board.
A problem arose because the
contracts for Segarini had been
signed without board approval and
ticket prices had been set and tickets
printed also without board
approval, an obvious violation of
board policy. Nonetheless the board
decided that it would approve the
contract after the fact since it was
feared that cancelling the band
would mean a loss of credibility for
WLUSU in future band bookings.
The loss for night has been estimated
at $900.

The now famous or infamous
examination policy controvery
arose in the Report of the
Commissioner of University Affairs,
Tom Sturrup. Tom reported to the
board that professors were
scheduling tests and assignments
during the last week of classes
against the policy regulations of the
university, and asked the board
what should be done about the
situation. The board debated at
length over what action should be
taken. Concern was expressed for
those students who had studied for
exams scheduled for the last week of
classes, as well as for preventing a
repetition of the situation from
occurring. Surprise was also
expressed at the ignorance or
defiance of the regulations which
were printed in both faculty and
student handbooks. After lengthy
discussion, the board recommended
that the president of WLUSU
contact the president of the
university with regard to the

scheduling of term tests during the
last week of classes and that he
should request that these tests be
cancelled. The board also
recommended that a newsletter be
published explaining the board's
position and the administration's
position.
Almost lost in the debate over
these two issues was the
announcement that an interior
decorator would have possible
plans for the new floor ready within
the week.
A motion recommending the
purchase of plants for the Turret was
defeated amid a short tune of fiscal
restraint.
Mike Sutherland read a letter
from Dean Nichols regarding the
problem of non-WLU student
security problems. Healso discussed
the problems around the budget for
the squash team, or present lack
thereof. He thenpresented a motion,
carried by the board, that WLUSU
fund the public speaking course of
Joe Connell.
The NDP Club budget was also
passed by the board.
The board, not wishing to rest on
its Christmas laurels, held another
meeting on January 6. At the
meeting, Mike Sutherland asked for
feedback from the students
concerning the cancelling of last
week of term exams. The response
from the board on the reactions of
the students was best described as
mixed.
The board passed a revised budget
for the Archaeology Club, made
necessary by new costs with regards
to obtaining speakers.
It was reported that the Bob

Segarini concert lost $900 and the
Max Webster concert lost $2,400.
Sutherland then mentioned that
he had heard complaints from WLU
students concerning the presence of
large numbers ofUW students at the
pubs on Friday and Saturday nights
while they were forced to wait
outside. He mentioned that a change
in the by-laws to give first priority in
pub entrance to WLU students was
forthcoming. The change if done
would be implemented in
September.
The limits for band contracts for
the Turret that did not need board
approval was raised from $1,300 to
$1,500. Dave Orsini mentioned that
four bands were booked for this
term at the price of $1500.
Tom McCauley announced that
the dates for the general meeting,
better known as the election, had
been set. The nominations for the
board will open Monday January
21st at 8:30 am and will close on
January 28th at 4:00 pm. He
mentioned that the campaign would
begin at that time and run until Feb.
6th at 11 pm. The general meeting
alias the election will be held Feb.
7th between 10 am and 4 pm.
Motions were passed that the
Information Committee should
distribute flyers promoting the
positions open for election on the
board as well as one explaining how
students can be enumerated in the
federal election, that other election
in February, and where and how
they can vote.
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November on a tentative basis, will
now be open afterhours only if a
student requests it on a particular
night.
Marge Millar, Manager of PCS,
said that if a student is unable to get
to the office during regular hours, it
can be arranged that a person who
works in the required department
will be there.
Millar said that the low response
of students to the Wednesday night
openings did not justify the expense
of paying the staff for the extra
hours.
She speculated that the co-op,
part-time, and extension students,
for whom the Wednesday evening
service was primarily intended, do
not need career counselling as much
as full-time students because they
often have a job already and may
intend to stay with the same
company.

Career Program
Co-ordinator to leave

by Mary Sehl
Lou Pike was hired as WLU's
Career Program Coordinator V/i
years ago when it was decided
there was a need for the
development of programs
concerned with career services. On
January 18 Pike will be leaving
WLU for the position of Head of
Staff Development at Sunnybrook
Medical Center in Toronto.
Pike was the first person to fill the
position of Career Program
Coordindator. The position was
created to enable the development of
career services such as resume
writing and interview skills
workshops and career counselling.
Now that such programs have
been developed and implemented.
Pike says his work has turned more
towards student counselling than
program development.
Although Pike says he has
enjoyed WLU and has "super
enjoyed working with students", he
feels his new position will provide a
new challenge for him in the area for

which his background has prepared
him. His new position will involve
the development of training
programs within the hospital.
Interviews for Pike's position at
WLU are presently going on and it is
hoped that it will be filled by
January 14. The position itself has
changed from Career Program
Coordinator to Career Counsellor.
This change results from the
increase in the necessity for career
counselling. The future career
counsellor will spend all ofhis or her
time seeing students.
The program development end of
the position will be carried out by
Jan Basso, Career Information Coordinator and Marjorie Millar,
Manager of Placement and Career
Services.
As a final plug to students worried
about where their degree will get
them. Pike notes that he holds an
MA. in philosophy while his career
is not in that area. He emphasizes
the importance of personal skills in
finding the right job.

■IW Loan Remission

1979-80
Applications for Loan Remission are now

available.

*

If you are eligible for Loan Remission, you
may receive a personalized, pre-printed
application, mailed to your permanent address. If you have not received your Loan
Remission application by January 2, 1980,
please contact the Student Awards Office at
your institution.

You may qualify for Loan Remission, if:
you have completed eight ormore terms
offull-time post-secondary study before
the end of the study period for which you
are applying, or
as a Group B student
• you aretheassessed
Canada and Ontario Student
under
Loans Plans, but a Group A* student
underthe grant plan.

.•

(6 copies for 25<P)

•See OSAP (Ontario Student Assistance Program)

literature for definitions.

5 different colours
White, Blue, Gold, Pink, Green
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comment
They lose again. Some day it won't even be worth the money. Then the halls will be empty even if the
coffers are full.
The seven per cent increase in tuitionand the additional, optional ten per cent, which can be added at
the discretion of each university, is slowly taking university education out of the reach of the average
person, myselfinclusive. This will eventually make universities elitist institutions available for those who
have the bucks.
With increasing tuition the enrolment will inevitably go down. Thus the millions of dollars presently
being spent on TV and radio advertisements and colourful posters is being wasted. The student will no
longer face a choice of attending WLU or Western. He or she will have to decide whether or not they can
go to university at all. Perhaps the money spent on advertising should be redirected to help lighten the
financial burden of students.
The universities will face a greater loss than numbers. With the decrease in the variety of people
attending university, the value of the education received there will decline proportionally. The
interchange of diversified opinions is an important feature of a complete education.
In the 1980's the average person who wants to learn will have to do it on his or her own in order to bring
knowledge within the reaches ofhis or her budget. The loss ofinteraction with people in a similar learning
situation will be unfortunate.
I guess we all lose.
Happy New Year, Bette.

** *
I would like to congratulate WLU for their most recent acquisition. The new F.C. Peters Professional
Building, smelling of paint and plastic, is a very interesting work of architecture.
When I walked through the building, I couldn't help thinking that the modern geometry of the building
seemed to be out of character for WLU. After spending three and a half years in white walled portables
and green painted rooms in the old Arts building, the orange-red walls in the new building are quite
refreshing.
After walking through the halls, one feels WLU is a professional, serious institution which is going
places. One can almost believe there is reason to hope these walls will enclose avid students five years from
now.

Karen Kehn
Susan Rowe
Joe Veit
Beatrice McMillan
Scott FaBan
Carl Fnesen
Peter Bernotas
Heinz Schaerer
884-2990, 884-2991

Happy
New Year?
Well, Happy New Year world!
It seems to me that the traditional wishes of a happy, healthy and
prosperous New Year will not be attained by many people in the
world—except possibly the latter if people were buying quantities of
gold a few months ago—due to the present situations in the world.
The '80's really started off in a great way.
The forty-three hostages in Iran—there are still seven unaccounted
for—are in theirthird month of captivity and don't have much to look
forward to in this New Year with no immediate signs of their being
released, and the threat of forthcoming trials.
People in Afghanistan started the year trying to defend themselves
against the invasion by the USSR. The result of that situation could
indeed be unhealthy for the world depending on how it is handled.
The price of gold has been rising dramatically in a manner which
some economists find similar to what occurred before the 1929 Stock
Market Crash.
Meanwhile, the US is in the middle of an election campaign; Canada
is in the middle of an election campaign and has no government. We
also have a dollar which is worth about 86<r Americanand has been for
quite a while.
Do you ever get the feeling that the creator(s) of this world is sitting
somewhere watching all that is going on either laughing or crying at
how pitifully we humans carry on, and how we treat each other?
However, the world has always endured and shall again—or shall
it?

* **

Susan Rowe
News Editor

Every New Year begins with a "welcome back" kind of feeling, but we weren't expecting to welcome
our old comrades back to the campus so soon. We were proud and happy to see Barry Ries and, our exCord editor, and Gerry Huddleston, our ex-sports editor.
Barry is presently enrolled in the Bachelor of Journalism course at Carleton University. Although he
claims it cuts into his drinking time (those who saw him in the pub last Thursday may not believe that),
Barry says the course is great and recommends it to anyone who is interested in journalism for a career.
Barry's work on the Cord helped him to get into the course at Carleton.
Gerry Huddleston had a different angle on the way in which an aspiring journalist shouldpromote his
or her career. He highly recommends getting into the field as soon as possible, and then one can learn and
be paid for doing so. Experience on the Cord proved helpful in getting one of our people a jobas sports
writer for the Smith Falls Record News.
The Cord has helped pave the way for a few other careers. John Kastner, an ex-sports writer for the
Cord, is presently employed at the Stratford Beacon-Herald. Dave Creek, who wrote articles and
comments on the actions of the WLUSU board last year, is working for a newspaper near Hamilton.
It's a very appropriate time to be talking about jobs because a lot of prospective grads are now in the
midst of time, energy, and money consuming job searches. Because I have a narrow scope ofexperience I
can't give advice to everyone, and for some it's too late to tell them how to qualify themselves for a job.
But, for those in first or second or third year who are interested in journalism,I can say, with confidence,
that working for the Cord will promote your career. In a month, all the positions in Student Publications
will be advertised, including jobs in photography, graphic design and paste up, and editing. To prepare
yourself for the responsibilities and fun of these positions, it would be to your benefit to come up to the
Cord on one of the production nights, Monday and Tuesday.
We welcome and encourage anyone to come up and join the Cord staff. Don't wait until you are in your
last year to decide you want to be a journalist. Don't miss your deadline.
Karen Kehn
Editor

letters

A take
over?
If Barbara Streisand had been at
the Turret Friday night she would
have broken into her latest hit single
"Enough is Enough". We are(
refering to the large number ofU of
W students compared to the small
number of WLU students.
Standing in line coupled with the
fact that once you get in you see few
Laurier students, makes it harder to
enjoy the pub with your friends.
This situationalso made it hard to

go to the Basketball game to support
Hawks knowing once the game was
over it would be impossible to get
into the pub.
The two schools should not
be rivals but U of W students should
not be dominating our pub either.

A possible solution to this
problem would be if U of W students
were not allowed in until after 9:00
and were required to be signed in.
We're sure our sentiments are
shared by other WLU students and
are confident that a satisfactory
solution can be reached.

Ann McNichol
Joanne Golla

Policy
unchanged
Contrary to what you may have
heard, the Cord has not changed its
policy.
We still accept letters.
If you have an opinion you feel
you must express or an idea you
would like to share, feel free to write
the Cord. AH letters will be
published unaltered. In case of
questionable material, a letter may
be held back from publication.
We ask that you sign the letter
with your real name and also please
include your phone number at the

bottom of your letter. To help us
help you express yourself please
hand all letters in by 4:00 the
Monday before the date of
publication.
Hope to hear from you soon.

Pulling
together
The Cord staff thanks Deb Stalker,
for her dependable typing services.
Even .though she is no longer
working for us, Brenda Armstrong
helped us through a mix-up by
typesetting for a couple of hours.
This was most appreciated.

Everyone pulled together to get
this Cord on the campus halls today.
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You can't win

New Year's Revolutions and Predictions

by Scott McAlpine
Being a pessimist is not always
enjoyable. It tends to get one rather
worried about things that may or
may not occur. However, in the last
five weeks since the Cord was last
publishes, much has occured in
internationaland domestic affairs to
support a rather pessimistic view
that 1980 will be a year of political
and economic turmoil in the
majority of the Western World. I
will go out on a limb and state that
the following may or may not occur.
On
CLARK'S MAJORITY?:
November 23, 1979, Trudeau
announced his intention to resign as
the leader of the Liberal Party. The
timing of this announcement came
as a "surprise" to most of the nation
although it had been more or less
apparent that Trudeau eventually
must resign. However, with the
defeat of the Clark government on
December 14, 1979, over Crosbie's
"get-tough" budget, Trudeau agreed
to stay on as Liberal leader in order
to fight the February 18 Federal
election. However, the defeat of the
Clark government reportedly came
as a "surprise" to everybody but in
reality it seems that Clark not only
expected it but wanted it. However,
it appears that Clark did not expect
to fight the election against Trudeau
and this miscalculation will indeed
cost the Conservatives their position
as the governing Party.
To explain this position, it must
be remembered that even if the
Social Credit Party had supported
the PC's in the non-confidence
motion rather than abstain, these
five votes would still not have been
enough to keep the government alive
since three PC's were not present for
the vote (the vote would have been

139 to 138 against the government).
The absence of the three PC's does
not seem entirely logical for a
government that seriously wished to
continue. It must also be realized
however, that Trudeau is certainly
no fool and it is conceivable that he
announced his resignation not only
to allow the Party to be "rebuilt" but
also to allow Clark the opportunity
to present an unacceptable budget
and essentially "hang" himself.
Trudeau can justify his return as
Liberal leader by the fact that his
Party asked him to lead and that he
has received both the consensus and
the mandate necessary for a unified
Liberal Party. Clark, it seems, did
not expect this and obviously would
have preferred to go to the polls
against a new and relatively
unknown Liberal leader and
attempt to attain a majority
government.

Meanwhile, the NDP under
Broadbent are perhaps in the
enviable position of having a leader
who can lead (unlike the PC's) and,
more importantly, a leader who
apparently wants to lead (unlike the
Liberals). However, the prospects of
the NDP should not be over-rated. It
is probably that they will likely do
well in the election—perhaps better
than ever—but they are extremely
unlikely to form a new government
and have only a slight possibility of
being the official opposition despite
the fact that theLiberal policy is not
yet formulated and that the PC
policy is, to them at least,
unacceeptable. However, it appears
likely that the election will be fought
on long term solutions to Canada's
economic problems (inflation and
unemployment) rather than on short
term "band-aid" policies. Get-

measures—perhaps even
more severe than those that Crosbie
presented in his budget—should be
introduced.
As a result ofClark's "flip-flops"
on policies (Petrocan, interest rates,
tax cuts, the movement of the
Canadian embassy in Israel etc.), the
PC's stand virtually no chance of
forming the next government of
Canada either in a majority or
minority position. The political
memory is short but it does existand
Canadian voters will likely return
Trudeau to office after about a year
of absence not necessarily because
he is ideally suited to the job, but
because he is somehow more
credible than Clark. This is
especially true if we can forget about
the wage and price controls that
Trudeau previously imposed after
saying that they were not needed.
The prediction is then a Liberal
minority (possibly majority) which
will form a coalition (in the event of
a minority) with the NDP in order to
effectively get on with the nation's
business.
CARTER AND WW 111:
Having
attained great political mileage out
of his handling of the Iran hostage
situation that really very little can be
done about, Carter has shifted the
political eyes of the American
electorate on to the situation in
Afghanastan. Taking a firm stance
by imposing some largely meaningless "economic and cultural
sanctions" of Afghanastan, (which,
bu the way, borders on Iran), Carter
is seeking to attain not only
domestic but international
condemnation of the Soviet Union's
troop movements in this supposedly
sovereign middle eastern state.
These sanctions are however

tough

extremely unlikely to force the
Soviets to withdraw their 50,000
plus troops ■at least until the
ment is firmly entrenched. By and
large, what these and other moves by
the USA are likely to do is either
create another Vietnam sort of
situation, another World War or
result in a call for a "free" election in
Afghanastan. Overlooked by most
analysists of the situation howeveris
that it may, in the final analysis,
result in the release of the 50
American hostages being held in
Iran.
Carter has however allied the
USA with the Peoples' Republic of
China (PRC), in principle, for joint
military and diplomatic action
against the USSR as a result of the
Afghanastan situation. This
scenerio, similar to that presented
in George Orwell's Nineteen Eightyfour, is indeed dangerous to
continued world peace. The
combined strength of the PRC and
the USA could, if utilized, crush the
Soviet Union not only in
conventional warfare but also in
nuclear war if anyone is stupid
enough to use force. The use of
nuclear weapons in this situation
does not however seem warranted
as neither the USA nor the PRC are
directly threatened by this "crisis".
Furthermore, the USA's move to
ransom the SALT II arms limitation
treaty between the USA and the
USSR is largely a symbolic move
intended largely for domestic
consumption much as it was in the
fall of 1979 when it was last
ransomed after the "discovery" of
Soviet troops in Cuba.
Indeed it is conceivable that the
USA appears to be acting against the
USSR not only to maximize Carter's

votes in the upcoming
1980
presidential election but also to
regain some sort of support in Iran
as a protector of democracy and a
champion of human rights (the
fighting in Afghanastan is, for the
most part between the Soviets and
the Islam resistors). Iran then, which
is seen as an Islam 'State, may
eventually come to the beliefthat the
USA is not all that bad and release
the American hostages. The issue is
indeed complex but one need not
immediately build a bomb shelter in
preparation for World War Three as
a result.
AND THE ECONOMY:
Gold
prices will likely hit the $1000 an
ounce mark if the continued
uncertainty about oil prices and the
middle east political situation is not
soon resolved. However, if resolved
in the near future, gold prices will
likely drop to about the $600 mark.
Unemployment in Canada is likely
to drop somewhat as a result of the
devalued Canadian dollar which
makes our exports more competitive
in world markets. At the same time
however, the lower value of the
Canadian dollar also makes imports
more expensive and this, together
with increasing wage demands,
interest rates and oil prices (up to
near the world level) is likely to add
to inflation of over 10% in 1980.
General profits should be somewhat
increased over 1979 levels but still
nothing super. Housing starts will be
down as a result of the higher
interest rates and steel production
will remain relatively constant
unless car and pipeline production
orders increase substantially.
Growth, in real terms should be
about 2% lor the Canadian
economy.

Segarini:
why the band played on
by Mark Wigmore
Segarini. Good band. Good
music. December 6. Poor night. Two
days before exams. Segarini on
December 6. Lousy idea. That
perhaps is the sum total of my
comments but I will continue on for
a few more words, some choice,
some not so choice.
There are several things I can't
understand about this 'event' that
wasn't. First of all is of course, why
book the band in the first place.
Segarini is a good band and on an
ordinary night, it would have been a
great evening of entertainment, but
thirty-six hours before the start of
the first exam, the scheduling of such
a band is ludicrous. Students are

here not only for a good time but an
educational time and by evidence of
a nine hundred dollar loss on the
Segarini night, the one takes
precedence over the other. What I
can't understand is why the business
the entertainment comanager
ordinator or whoever is responsible
for booking bands would not realize
that that particular Thursday was a
bad night, if only from an education
point of view.
ilt is particularly amazing that a
band would be booked the last
Thursday in term, perhaps the
worst Thursday on term to be
quaffing cold ones, when the policy
of the board has to be to limit bands
to selected Thursday nights.

,

If that was a selected Thursday
night, I'd say someone didn't make a

very good selection. By limiting the
bands I thought the intention was to
limit them to good nights not limit
them in the number of people who
could attend.
To add to this mess is the mistake
in signing the band without board
approval. The band was over the
limit set by the board. It should have
been realized before and brought to
the board, not the subject of a last
minute bail out of a sinking ship as it
was, but as ordinary procedure.
Somebody goofed.
In sum total, it was a 'screw-up. A
good band is booked for a lousy
night. The band shouldn't have been

booked before the board had given
approval because of its high cost.
But the band played on. The loss in
terms of folding money was nine
hundred dollars, in terms ofa missed
band it was one, and in terms of bad
management it was one. In any
terms, it shouldn't have been.
Those that were able to see
Segarini probably enjoyed it. Those
of us who would like to but couldn't
because of an obligation called
exams, did not. For those of us, who
did miss it, I might mention that if
you thought we missed a good band
that night, wait till you see the band
that is booked for the Thursday in
reading week; it is after all the next
best night.

Listen to the world

Walt Disney and his animated millenium
by Carl Friesen

When the snow flies, Canadian
thoughts and sometimes bodies and
money turn towards the South. In
Atlantic Canada, South means
Bermuda. Between Quebec City and
Kenora, people think of Florida;
from Winnipeg to Regina it's
Southern Cal; and west of there
people go to Hawaii.
Last Christmas I did the Ontario
thing and went to Florida.
Walt Disney World is precisely
that;a World. It's in a giganticpark,
accessable only from a long private
road.
Unlike Disneyland in Anaheim,
CA, which is in the middle of a city,
most people there camp in Fort
Wilderness Campgrounds or stay at
one of the Disney World hotels.
They leave the real world behind

them.

In Anaheim, wealthy people from
Northridge are forced to rub
shoulders with urban poor from
Watts who have loaded up the
family Pontiac and made a day trip
of it. In Disney World in Florida,
everyone seems to be rich.
And it's a beautiful World. The
youthful staff members, culled
from across America and selected by
their boy-or-girl-next-door looks,
are always smiling. The place is
impeccably clean and no littersullies
the grounds.
Everything in the Magic Kingdon
looks real—more real than real.
Unlike the crumbling castles of
Europe, Cinderella has one that's a
fairy tale come true. And it looks
exactly what you think a castle
should look like too.
In real life, the climax forest
indigenous to central Honda is

Southern White Pine. But Uncle
Walt knew that people coming to
Florida want to see palm trees and
other exotic tropical flora, so he's
got an island of just that.
In the middle of an artificial lake
(with a nice clean concrete bottom)
is Discovery Island, planted with all
kinds of jungle birds and plants.
There are nice photogenic
waterfalls, smooth pathways, and
talking parrots.
But no snakes or any other evil is
found on this island paradise; like
St. Andrew did on his island, St.
Walt has banished them.
He's got a World better than
God's real one.
Nasty things have become cute.
The Pirates of the Carribean are
actually picturesque although the
displays are as real as modern
animation technology can make

them. Walt's is a world where you
can watch but don't have to be
involved. It's nice to be able to cruise
with a boatload of other tourists
through a realistic-looking burning
dungeon and watch a trio of
prisoners eternally offer a bone to a
dog eternally holding thekey to their
cell in its mouth, and you don't have
to get invovled because it's not real.
The Jungle Cruise is especially
realistic at night, but your guide's
cheerful banter reassures you that
those Indians won't really shoot and
the trees about to fall on the boat

really won't.
Is a real world like Disney World
possible? Where everyone is smiling
and happy, youthful and goodlooking, and everything is beautiful?
Walt Disney thought so and did
his best to make it happen. The
Polynesian Village and the

Contemporary Resort were only the
first two hotels he had planned; he
wanted to build many more representing different parts of the world.
Then he would invite all the world's
leaders there and in such an
atmosphere of goodwill and
harmony they could not help but get
along. All the world's problems
would be solved.
Well, most of the other efforts to
bring Peace on Earth have not
worked very well. The League of <
Nations, the United Nations, the
Organisation for African Unity, and
the others have a pretty dismal
record.

I definitely think it's worthwhile
for anyone who can to take a trip to
visit Walt Disney's little piece of the
Millenium on Earth to see if it's
possible for the whole world.
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Biz building open for classes before official opening

by Norm Nopper
Classes have already commenced
in the new Frank C. Peters building
despite the fact that the official
opening ceremonies are scheduled
for February 20. According to Dr.
Neale Tayler, president of the
university, Premier William Davis
has been invited and will attend the

■■■■.■
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ceremonies. Dr. Harry Parrot,
Minister of the Environment and
Frank Peters president of WLU
from 1968-78, are also expected. A
tour of the building will be made by
the guests followed by an open
house for the public.
Construction on the building
began in September 1978 and some
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minor work is still being completed.
Its cost is $3,400,000 plus an extra
$400,000 for furniture and
equipment. It was constructed in
such a way as to allow as many
class rooms as possible to be on the
first floor for easy access by the
students. Dr. Tayler said that the
building is a "needed facility for the
School of Business and Economics.
The architect has made the
maximum use of the footage
available to him."
One of the advantages of the new
building is that the portables are no
longer needed. There are 21
portables on campus, of which two
are still under lease. The university
hopes to find someone to take over
the leases. The other 19 portables
were bought by the university when
their leases expired. Wes Robinson,
Director of Physical Plant and
Planning said that 11 of the
portables have already been sold to
the County Board of Education for
$3600 each. He hopes to sell the
remainder, except for two which
must be kept for the Faculty of
Music.

Bounsall
speaks
Why are "equal pay" laws so
ineffective? According to Dr. Ted
Bounsall, MPP for WindsorSandwich, an amendment is
necessary to the present
Employment Standards Act. This
Amendment, Bill 3, has received
second reading in the Ontario
Legislature and briefs are being
submitted beginning January
15,1980.
Bounsall will be at Wilfrid Laurier
University in the Paul Martin
Centre on January 10, 1980 at 7:30
pm.
Current legislation is too vague to
have any real clout to eliminate
unequal wages for equal work. As
shown in the recent survey published
by Labour Canada, female general
office clerks earn 28.3% less than
their male counterparts; female
order clerks earn 31.4% less than
male order clerks; junior female
accounting clerks earn 27.1% less
than junior male accounting clerks.
In comparing all office
classifications, women earned
$53.00 per week (20.6%) less than
male- workers in 1978. In other
words, women in KitchenerWaterloo would have had to work a
6-day week to earn wages equal to
the 5-day week of their male
counterparts.
Laurier University will give students
and the community an opportunity
to hear the issues surrounding his
Private Member's Bill.
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Missing exams cause

1½ hour

because of the possibility that the
by Peter Bernotas
On Thursday December 13, 1979 exam was copied, it was decided that
the Business 227 exam was delayed the exam should be rewritten.
by one and a half hours because of Starting early that afternoon four
the possibility that the exam was faculty members sat down and
stolen or copied and made available rewrote the exam question by
question, sending each question
to one or perhaps more students.
Prior to that date a student was down to the printing shop as it was
offered a copy of the exam for written. It cost the university $900 to
approximately $50. Not wanting rewrite the exam. The ordeal ended
anyone to have an unfair advantage, at eight o'clock that evening and the
the approached student talked to a new exam was written.
The students who wrote the exams
member of the faculty who
immediately contacted Dr. T. may relax, because Cawsey said that
Cawsey, the Associate Dean of the the results were very good.
School of Business and Economics. "* Cheating in any way is a very
Cawsey told the faculty member to serious crime and is dealt with
try and obtain a copy but theireffort severely by the school, as four
students caught cheating on another
to do so failed.
By about 12:30 on December 13, exam will attest.

Question of the Week

delay

When a person is found cheating,
he or she could be expelled.
However each case is dealt with
individually and in some cases only a
failure of the course involved will be
the result. In any case the cost is
high. Should a student be expelled,
his or her marks would be held by
the university and the student's
whole future could be lost in that on
moment. "I did not know what I was
doing" or "I really needed good
marks" are the excuses found.

In any case. Dr. Weir, vicepresident academic, has informed
the Cord that investigations into the
Business 227 exam are continuing
and that appropriate action will be
taken when the facts are found.

What do you think will be the
outcome of the present condition
in Afghanistan?
Mike Beijbom
Ist year Arts
Russia is trying to take over—they
need a warmwater port because they
don't have one. They are trying to do
the same thing as China did with
Tibet. They are probably not
planning on starting a war but they
can put the crunch on the rest of the
world with the power they have.

Lisa Lane
2nd year Political Science
The situation definitely could lead to
another world war, but a third world
war won't last too long. Iran doesn't
know what they are doing, it is just
antagonism. They don't have a
chance with Russia and America
against them. Russia is taking this
opportunity to make trouble. It is
stupid to think about another world
war because with the nuclear
weapons the world would be a
shambles. People are getting further
and further from man-to-man
combat, they just press a button,
which makes it easier to kill people
because they don't see what they are
doing. Hopefully the knowledge of
what would happen will deter them.

Gov't not doing enough
In response to the recent revenues from government grants
announcement by the Minister of and increased tuitionfees is expected
Colleges and Universities of the to be 7.3 percent. However this is
operating grants for the Ontario
university system in 1980-81, Dr.
Edward J. Monahan, Executive
Director of the Council of Ontario
Universities, expressed mixed
feelings. "Although this 7.2 percent
increase in the level of funding is a
substantial improvement on the 4.9
percent increase for 1979-80, it is still
well below the projected rate of
inflation of 11 percent."
"The increase in university

granted."

"We face a further contraction in
still significantly below the increase the Ontario universities which have
of 9.2 percent recommended by the suffered the effects of chronic
Ontario Council on University underfunding since the early 197()'s.
Affairs, the government's own The continuing shortfall is made
advisory body."
more acute by the tact that first year
"Although the universities have enrolment figures this fall are up two
been given freedom to increase percent over last year's. We also
tuition fees by a further 10 percent, note with disappointment that
even if all did(which is unlikely), this increases for other sectors
would not close the gap of nearly $20 announced to date by the Ontario
million between what OCUA judges ■ government range between X and 10
the universities need and what the percent."
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Paul Tambeau
Part-time student
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I can't see a world war coming of it, I
except a cold war—maybe even a ]
very frigid one. The situation has
more relation to the Vietnam
situation. This isn't the first kind of
aggression since the last world war. I
think a nuclear war would occur as a
mistake not as planned aggression.
If and when the third world
countries have nuclear weapons,
then maybe there would be another
war.

Doug Leyland
2nd

year

Honours Business

I always had the idea that w+ien a

; third world war started it would be
through third world countries with
Russia or America having
underlying relations with them. At
the moment the Soviets are after a
warm water port which is imperative
to them. The situation reflects other
world wars with strategic invasions
prior to the onset of war.

Pat Turner

*.

/
4th year Honours English
Another world war perhaps. Present
conditions in the world including the
oil crisis, the Iranian situation,
inflation may all help precipitate a
world war. The UN and other
countries may have an influence on
what will happen, and the SALT
Treaty could prevent it. If another
world war does come, it will likely be
similar to the previous two, with
women not in the military side of
things, but in recruiting and so forth.

Reggie's Corner
JANUARY 10, 1980
A) LAST DAY FOR ADDING AND/OR CHANGING SECOND
TERM COURSES IS JANUARY 15, 1980.
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NOTE:

1) Signature of Professor required for all course changes (both
additions and withdrawals).
2) All Honours Program changes require approval by Department
Chairman of the area(s) of concentration.
3) Course Change Forms must be submitted to the Registrar's Office
by the student.
4) Be sure to pick up your course change form copy approximately
one week after submitting the form to the Registrar's Office.

TO CORRECT AN ERROR A STUDENT MUST SUBMIT HIS
COPY OF THE COURSE CHANGE FORM.
B) LAST DAY FOR DROPPING WINTER TERM AND TWO-

TERM COURSES IS FEBRUARY 15, 1980.
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Voting procedures 1980—take action
Some of the several thousand
students at.universities and colleges
across Canada may have to take
action if they are to vote in the 32nd
federal general election to be held on
February 18.
For the upcoming election,
notices of enumeration—m the form
of cards-will be mailed no later than
January 11 to each voter whose
name appeared on the official lists
last May. Receipt of the card
confirms that a name is on the
voters' lists for this election, and the
card will indicate where to vote.
The factor that governs if and
where a student (or any eligible
elector) may vote is that his or her
name be on the final, revised voters'
list, in the polling division in which
the voter ordinarily resides on
December 31, 1979.
For many students, "ordinary
residence" means the home of

or guardian—even though,
they may be away attending
university or college in another
place.
If you are a student in that
category, and were on the voters' list
for the last election, here's what you
do:
First, find out if an enumeration
card has arrived at home confirming
you are on the list. If so, but you are
going to be away on election day,
you may vote at an advance poll to
be held on three days, February 9,
February 11, and February 12.
If you are unable to vote either on
normal election day or at an advance
poll, you may be able to vote in the
office of the Returning Officer on
February 4 to February 8, inclusive,
and on February 13 to February 15,
inclusive. (This privilege is only
available to those who cannot vote
either on election day or at an
advance poll.)
parent

directory assistance for the number,
which will be listed under "Elections
Canada".
so,
absent from your ordinary residence
have
done
should
If you
you
The Returning Officer will explain
at those times, because you're a full- contact the Returning Officer of the
time student, you may vote by electoral district where you now live. the procedure for getting your name
proxy. To do this, contact any This applies also if you have not on the final voters' list. This is done
Returning Officer, obtain and received an enumeration card by during a period of revision—adding,
complete a proxy form for students. January 15,confirming your name is deleting and correcting of names on
In effect, you will be authorizing on the voters' list in your "home" the preliminary list. The revising
period for this election occurs on
another eligible voter, who is on the polling division.
same voters' list as you are, to cast
The phone numbers of Returning nine days in urban areas, January 25
your ballot. The form must be given Officers can be obtained from the to February 4, with the exception of
to the Returning Officer back home Election Canada advertisements Sundays. Revision in rural areas will
by yourself or by your proxy voter that will appear during election be done from January 14 to January
no later than Friday preceding period, or by calling local telephone 30.
normal election day.
To use this privilege, you must be
away from home for the main reason
of attending full-time at a
recognized educational institution
(generally, an organization that
teaches an intellectual or manual
Some students will be unable to established
vote on any of those days. If you are residence?

a

new

ordinary

.

skill).

What about a student who has
moved since last May, and

Don't Forget Your
GRAD PHOTO
APPOINTMENTS
next week

January 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18

Tuition hike might hurt
university accessibility
The announced increase of 7.2
percent in university funding for
1980-81 will leave Ontario's
universities facing a funding gap of
more than 2 percent, since the latest
available Statistics Canada figure
(November 1979) shows the
consumer price index increasing at
an annual rate of 9.4 percent. And,
once again, Education Minister
Stephenson has not granted the
increased support recommended by
her own advisory body, the Ontario
Council on University Affairs.
The real income of students will
also be cut by the announced tuition

increases, which will not be fully
offset by the small increase in the
funds allocated for the Ontario
Student Awards Program.
Those who have supported higher
fees, such as the organizations
representing Ontario's university
faculty and the universities
themselves, have called for fee
increases to be matched by increased
student financial assistance. But the
OSAP increase of $3.3 million won't
cover increased living costs, let alone
meet possible university fee
increases beyond the announced 7.5
percent.

These increases over and above
the formula fee threaten to do
further damage to university
accessibility. The Minister's decision
to permit universities to keep the
revenue from further increases, up
to 10 percent above the new, higher
formula fee, opens the door to a twoclass university system. Hopefully
the implications of this new
departure will be weighed very
carefully by Ontario's universities
before any of them boost fees again
and further reduce the participation
of students from low-income
families.

If you haven't booked an appointment yet,
and

you are graduating in

2950, phone:

884-2990

--

Mon. 11:30 1:00
Tues. 10:00 11:30
Wed. 1:00 2:30
or phone anytime and leave a message

WLUSU NEEDS YOU
Applications for the following
positions are now being accepted

Executive Positions:
Treasurer
Director of Student Activities
Commissioner of University Affairs
Radio Laurier Station Manager
Chief Electoral Officer
Lounge Policy Chairperson
Apply in writing to:
Tom McCauley
Vice President
before Monday, Feb. 11th, 1980
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ENTERTAINMENT
Segarini: Socks it to them
.

Bob Segarini opened up on Pop in theTurret at the last pub in December. Seen here is Bob with
some of his back up band giving the crowd all that they had to offer.
PIC BY PAUL VELLA

■EQQ3H

by Neal Cutcher
Segarini is not an Italian
vegetable that one puts in lasagna
Segarini is perhaps one of the best
pop rock combos in Canada. The
leader of the group is an ex-patriot
Calilornian transplanted in Canada,
Bob Segarini. Bob is the lead
vocalist and sometimes guitarist.
There are five other band members
three guitarists, a drummer, and
keyboardist. All but the drummer
were background vocalists. There
was quite a crowd on the smallish
Turret stage on this December night.
The group played a variety of
songs from their two albums. The
songs from the first album ("Gotta
Have Pop") included "Living in the
Movies". "When the Lights Are
Out" and the humourous "Don't
Believe a Word I Say". Songs from
the second album Goodbye L.A.
included the title cut "Teenage
Love", and a Duck Deluxe tune
"Please. Please. Please". The last
song was an earlvish rocker called
"Nervous Breakdown". This ditty
was a perfect pre-exam song with the
chorus lines:
I'm having a nervous breakdown
Mental shakedown
I sec my hands how they shiver
I see my knees how they quiver
My whole body's in a tither
Pm having a nervous breakdown
The harmonies on all of the songs
were great. The sound was not too
bad considering the qualities of the
WLU cavern. Bob Segarini was
probably his best when he did
parodies and mimics. He did a

tribute to his friend Jim Morrison of
the Doors. "People Are Strange"
was performed with the loving care
of someone who loved the song.
During the "Parody Period"
Segarini did a "drunken stumble"
melody of various Doors tunes.
Elvis Costello was the butt of
Segarini's jokes; complete with the
jerky movements and black rimmed
glasses. The Cars were cut up. It was
high time that somebody slashed the
highly inflated bores (boars) Led
Zepplin. Zep were cut up to show
what they really are—a bunch of
tired old heavy metal morons.
Segarini did a Monkee's tune ("Last
Train to Clarkesville"). Thefunniest
and strangest song was a
combination of Mick Jagger, Bob
Marley and Henry Mancini. It was a
reggae version of the Pink Panther
theme with Mick Jagger gestures
and vocals.
The whole performance was lively
and the band was having fun, which
generated into the audience, li was
good dance music but the restrained
crowd did not dance. (This included
a reserved Cord reporter who docs
not relish the unconscious horrors of
being half of an only.couple on the
dance floor.) The pub should have
been packed but l suppose that
everyone was studying.

.

I wonder why Segarini insisted on
his crude between song chatter,
because some of il was unnecessary
in its explicit rudeness.
II is hoped that Segarini comes
back to the pub soon.

Segarini: Goodbye L.A.
by Bea

McMillan

Segarini's newest release
Goodbye L.A. is a super Pop album
which is divided into two parts

—

side one is This City and side two is
That City. This is reflected in the
album cover which has Toronto's
skyline on one side and on the flip
side is Los Angeles.
Many of the songs off this cut
album have reached the AM stations
already on their way to the top of
pop.
At points throughout the record
you can detect the Beatle influence

in Segarini's lyrics and harmony I
Like the Beatles and (My Baby
Loves the Rolling Stones).
The light hearted style of Segarini
is reflected in this album in every
little twist and turn of the music.
Bob Segarini obviously wants the
listeners to feel the pinch he feels
from record executives with his
"Demographics". He then leads you
through his frustrations with
"Nervous Breakdown" a piece done
with a jittery voice.
This record is going to be a bomb
for Bomb Records which is on its
way up with a big Pop.

How are YOUR Study Skills?

you finding that there are NOT
— Are
ENOUGH HOURS IN THE DAY to complete

—
—

You might be interested in:

Authorized distributor for RCA, COSMAC YIP

A booklet containing information on:
1) Managing Your Time and Study
Environment
2) Listening and Notetaking
3) Reading and Memory
4) Taking Tests and Examinations
— plus over 25 handouts on related material.

We carry the most complete selection of
DIGITAL, LINEAR & COMPUTER IC.

RCA-NATIONAL-TI-FAIRCHILD—GI-ETC.
*AM/FM Car Cassette & 8
Track $109.95
'DIGITAL Clock Kits From $17.95
'SPEAKER Kits
'STROBE Light Kit (adjustable
rate) $13.95

'Full line of TTL, Cmos, Linear
IC's
"Computer interface and support
chips CPU
'Surplus Electronic Parts
'Four Channel Headphones $19.95
*3 Channel Color Organ Kit $15.95

OrCMfXcRO
OF MARSLAND, PHILLIPS,

FULL LINE
R.S.C. & LASER SPEAKERS a CROSSOVERS
•We have some of Lowest Prices in the K-W area.
Come in and compare our prices.

ounuc
PHONE

576-9902

40 Lancaster St. W.

Kitchener
Corner of Victoria
and Lancaster

.

HOURS

? *<£?*"

Thurs. and Fri.' 8.30-9pm
™

all of your assignments?
Do you find it HARD TO START STUDYING
Do you have trouble REMEMBERING
WHAT YOU HAVE READ?

FOR BOOKLETS, HANDOUTS OR ANY
OTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM
STUDENT SERVICES CENTRE
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
(519) 884-1970 ext. 338
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Boar's Record Broken

APPLICATIONS FOR

HEAD RESIDENTS
1980-81
are available in the Dean of Students Office
(2nd floor 5.U.8.)

Applications open until
4:30 p.m. Friday, Jan. 25, 1980

married couples preferred

BERNOTAS

FRED NICHOLS
DEAN OF STUDENTS

PET R

BY

PIC
The Boar's Head enroute to the head table

w)

Wv

by Cindy Liedtke
The 1979 annual Boar's Head
Vtr r
| Dinner was a successful event at
t I J*
Laurier once again. The Theatre
Auditorium was filled to capacity
and well decorated to create the
atmosphere for the warm, welcome
Christmas spirit.
In attendance were the Laurier
Singers, faculty, studenrs, board,
program and department heads as
PRESENTS
well as the celebrity guest Steve
Brinder who provided special
Thursday, January 10
entertainment for the evening.
Bob Loebsack played Christmas
Carols on the electric piano both
during the dinner and at the close of
the evening when Laurier Singers
featuring music of: Blues Bros., Bob Seger, Van Morrison,
accompanied the guests in singing
Rolling Stones, David Clayton Thomas, any many more.
some favourite carols.
The procession was ceremonious.
The jester, servers, chefand Santa all
had their special place in the line
followed by the choir singing the
wlu students
all others
Boar's Head Carol. The choir was
dressed in black gowns and carried
Doors Open 8:00 p.m.
candles. The head tables on the
stage, where the dignitaries were
Fri. and Sat. Radio Laurier
seated, were served first. After this
was done in an orderly fashion, the
A
servers left for the kitchen to return
in a long line, each carrying two

Advance Tickets
available in the
WLUSU office.

\^

_^_

MAX MOUSE
& THE GORILLAS
$200

L

$250

plates. Within seconds they were
running between the rows of tables
in the auditorium serving the guests
their dinner. The entire group was
served a hot turkey dinner in four
minutes and six seconds. There was
plum pudding, fruit and Christmas
baking for dessert.
After dinner a jolly Santa (one of
LaurierY own professors) handed
out candy canes and wished a Merry
Christmas to all present.
Steve Brinder gave a typical
outstanding performance for the
people who gathered that evening.
He spoke about many things: his
career as comedian and as supply
teacher plus jokes about day to day
problems we encounter in our lives.
Mr. Brinder's opening comment
was about the Boar's Head Dinner
and the behavior of those who
attended it. He was not quite sure
what he had been invited to saying,
"perhaps a luau or something".
Then before the meal everyone
banged their utensils on the tables
because they were a little hungry,
but Steve said that all of the noise
startled him. Once the choir entered
singing "some religious song",
Brinder joked that he was quite

NEED MUSIC?
This coupon is good for 50c
toward any purchase at

-1

238-1 lUngJOPaterloo

•^^-^^

884-6390

maybe next year.

The evening was a good break
from the long hours of studying for
many students and yet it ended early
enough for the more concerned
students to allow them to work a
little extra.

Carnival time
J;

(at (HniUergitp)

confused and finally felt that he
"wanted to repent".
Brinder made comments about
WLU but could not seem to guess
what area of study most students
were in at Laurier. He said that he
had applied to Waterloo, but then
again, "all you needed was 700
dollars and a pulse to get in!"
When discussing his work as a
teacher. Brinder brielly mentioned
some „of his most memorable
experiences: what it would be like to
be married to one of the young girls
who had a crush on her teacher—by
the time an attendance list for a class
of 24 students is returned it has
acquired 68 names-and that the
most used phrases in schools are
"fag" and "gross me out".
Steve also talked about first dates,
discos, getting drunk, sex education,
the first snow fall and fire drill rules.
The audience was receptive to this
comedian and wished him the best of
luck for his future. It was truly an
enjoyable evening for those who
attended and for those who did not,

by David Brethauer
"Snow Daze" this year's Winter
Carnival is quickly approaching and
students are urged to start giving
thought to the events that they plan
to participate in. Snow Daze will run
from Saturday Jan. 19 to Saturday
Jan. 26 with a different event being
held each day: Saturday Jan. 19—
Scavenger Hunt, Sunday Jan. 20—
Monty Python's Holy Grail,
Monday Jan. 2/—Sleigh ride,
Tuesday Jan. 22—Cross country ski
trip. Wed. Jan. 23— Snow Daze
Barbeque, Thurs. Jan. 24—Food
Eating contest, Fri. Jan. 25— Snow
Sculpture judging. Sat. Jan. 26—
Powder Puff football finals, and the
semi formal.
Daily events will include
wristwrestling, billiards, pinball and
backgammon tournaments, as well
as daily music concerts provided by
the Faculty of Music. There will be a
daily Bum Judging Contest too.
Start to plan for the events you wish
to enter now and please,' pray for
snow.

§&■
One Coupon per Cusiomer

~

Valid unul Match 1, 1980
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Star Trek
a lost enterprise
by Sandy French
Three to beam up. Fasers on stun.
Gentlemen, I suggest you beam
aboard. Captain, the engines can't
take warp 10 much longer, they'll
blow to pieces any minute.
Computer on.
To any Star Trek fan these lines
are pretty common place in every
Star Trek episode. Simplistic as they
appear, these lines were the
backbone of the TV series. In Star
Trek "The Motion Picture" these
key phrases are missing and the film
comes up spineless. To put it
bluntly, they really missed the ship
on this one.
The producers, in making this
film, hope to cash in on the success
of Star Wars and Close Encounters
by bringing us mind-boggling

A laugh:
On Tuesday January 8, the movie
"Silent Movie" kicked off the 1980's
at WLU with a quiet boot.
The movie was quite quiet but this
did not hamper the comedic effects
of the show.
I love Mcl Brooks, all the way
from Blazing Saddles through to the
re-released Young Frankenstein.
Add to that a cast of Dom Deluise,
Marty Feldman, and Gene Wilder as
the main characters and you get one
funny episode after another in Silent
Movie. A guest appearance by
famous mime person Marcel
Marceau who says but one
word...the only word in the movie
"No", only accented the hilarity of
the entire performance.
The plot was simple as follows: A

special effects.. In fact they spent so
much time on special effects they
forgot about the rest of the movie.
Granted the extra touch is nice but

%

t*,.,

Tfck

points...make that point..the cleanly

shaven former Miss India who
makes her movie debut aboard the
Enterprise. She kept me awake for
personally I would much rather have part of the film, mostly because of
seen Kirk go one-.on-one with a the reflection off her head. I will not
Klingon or do one of his famous go into any detail because I am sure
fight scenes with some poor you have heard too much about her
unsuspecting alien. All we get is a and this overratred movie already. I
few token scenes from the old days; am sorry.l cannot tell you how the
like Spock and McCoy verbally movie turned out. I fell asleep right
abusing each other while Kirk gazes after we were treated to a half hour
on starry-eyed.
tour of the Enterprise.
To add insult to injury the entire
film is spent on Kirk chasing some I know if you are a diehard
intangible object half-way across "trekie" you will see the film
the galaxy. There is no big, regardless of what I say, but if you
showdown with the Romulans or are not save yourself $7.50. Buy
Klingons, just some giant electrical some wine and you and your date
cloud that Spock cannot identify.
can make your own special effects.
The movie does have its good

SWIMMING
INSTRUCTION

Silent Movie
few idiots plan to make a movie to
overcome their financial crisis. They
set off to round up big name movie
stars to take part in their
production.
We meet up with Paul Newman, a
wheelchair victim, Burt Reynolds, a
vain star who we see looking at
himself in every available mirrorand
Madeline Conn who acts her usual
silly self.
The movie was full of puns and
slapstick humour. Old cliches are
hammed up. A moving vehicle had a
giant plastic 3-D fly on it. The bug
came off, flew through the air and
landed in someone's bowl. That
someone, the originator of the joke
in real life, exclaimed..."Waiter!
There's a fly in my soup." (All in

Tuesday: The Exorcist

by Bea McMillan
The next movie feature in IEI will
be held January the 15, and will be
The Exorcist.
This horror show will turn your
head right around and keep you on
the edge of your chair. When this
feature first came out on the movie
screens (it was a book first), it
started to gather a repetetive viewing
audience much the way cult
followers follow a musical star. Now
a couple of years later it still has
influence over more recent films
about devil takeovers of the body
and mind of people. Since this film's
production there have been many
reports of alien possession by people
who have attempted exorcism to rid
them of the ailment.
The movie is a glorification of the
book and is much more sensational
in its effects over the viewer.
Makeup and set design add to the
ominous, eerie feeling the play gives
off.
Linda Blaire, the young girl who is
possessed in the movie was up for
best supporting actress, although
she was bedridden throughout the
feature, due to her convincing role in
the show. The movie plot builds up
to her part in the dark bedroom of
her home.
Some people may think that this
feature is anti-religious but it has a
lot to do with religion and the
____„
strength of one's faith.
The feature at WLU begins at 7
pm and again at 9:45.
This term's tentative movie
schedule looks appealing. I cannot
wait until Animal House comes even
though I have seen it before.
Another up and coming feature is
Heaven Can Wait with Warren
Beaty. These two movies are both
real classics, which were also up for
award winning nominations. A
variety of movies will be featured
this term.

1
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These movie nights at Laurier are
a great deal for a good price
uncomparable to the theatre prices
in the community. So don't miss out
on a chance to catch one of these
good pieces of entertainment this
term. If you missed out last term you
can still get in on the viewing end
now.

Wilfrid Laurier University Pool

subtitles of course.)
Another goofy instance was when
a trailer was on a cliff-hanger with
half of it over the edge of a ravine
balancing in the middle with the
other hald over land. One person in
the trailer had sprinkled salt on his
food which caused the trailer to
nearly tip over the edge...The only
thing that would keep the thing from
falling over the cliff was for the salt
shaker to be handed down to the
other end of the Trailer for balance.
Then there's Gene Wilder's
escapade with a box of chocolates
which he managed to smear all over
hjs innocent looking face without
knowing it.
Anyway the plot all ends well and
since there is no words to the Silent
Movie, you could hear every
response the viewing audience gave.
So what began as a snicker
developed into a loud laugh by the
end of the show...and wheneverone
who viewed the movieis asked about
it all one can do is to laugh some
more. 1 would say that this effect was
a reflection of the movie's success in
IEI on the Bth of January as the
1980's begin.

I <yW**lfy. bbUbW»34bbM

SCUBA

-

BRONZE MEDALLION
Wednesdays 6:30
Jan. 16 Apr. 2

-

Wednesdays 7:30
Jan. 16- Apr. 2

5C

QUEEN

I

J

"Kitchen Under New Management"

SPECIALS__^J

Wed.-"Sensation Jazz Band • Dixieland"
Thurs.-'Airlines Quintet"
Fri. & Sat.-"Rick Rathwell"
Sat. 4-7 p.m.-"Sensation Jazz Band
Dixieland"

■

I

I

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

f^

For: Semi-detached farmhouse, on one acre forested lot,
four bedrooms, livingroom. eat-in kitchen, ample
parking, fridge and stove included, fully broadloomed,
located at 35 Shirk Place near the Lancaster Public
xHouse in Bridgeport. To view phone days 742-1440 or
evenings 886-3148.

(^*

ATTENTION Guy Next Door: We found her and we are
holding her for ransom. If you don't pay us $50.00 by
midnight Friday you'll never see your precious "Mags"
again. Hahahahaha
O.M. Rebels

(^
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WELCOME BACK R.M.!!

JC

Congratulations to A3E for the best picture in the residence
yearbook.

y$

r-s
W
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1I

Cost

Q

GO
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C.T. the meeting was a great success!!

•n*

BRIDGEPORT LOUNGE

- 8:30 p.m.
$8.00

Classified Unclassified
Unclassified
CO

»j

DAILY

Cost $25.00

Register at the Athletic Complex
before the first meeting of
each class.

,5r

1

- 8:30 p.m.

INTERMEDIATE

C_}

■ Try Our Home Style Cooking ■
Serving Mon.-Sat. 12-1 a.m.

-

Mondays 5:30 8:30 p.m.
Jan. 14 Mar. 31
Cost $65.00

£C

m

"5»

Dear R.R.
I'm sure that things will work themselves out.
Love D.
P.S. Thanks for last Thursday. I've written to the Guiness
book of World Records.
Remember you too can put an ad in the Unclassified
Classified Section. All it takes is for you to bring your ad into
the Cord Office along with your money (5c a word) the
Monday before the paper Thursday.
This week's saving: "How were your holidays!"

*Q

E.A.M.: Visiting hours are 7 til midnight Mon and Tues.
There are people there who desperately need help! Don't
forget or they may come and mess up your face!
P.N.E.

f^
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«-8 Unclassified Classified Unclai g
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BEAT THOSE
"WINTER WEARIES"
WITH EVENINGS
OF TOP
ENTERTAINMENT
go
mil art/ofcentfa
Waterloo **0
Aime

University

Winter Season 1980 Tickets

still available for the

following professional shows:
An evening of exciting dance, with

I

-BALLOTS
B^^OC^»
fc **S^i|

From Montreal, and ranked as
one of the four great dance

Their name defines their style.
B
and the quality and vitality of the S
a
new
dimension
JM
dancers bring

BikijJUJaßk.

B*fl
Friday, January 25-8 p.m.

I

Humanities Theatre, UW

B,
B

J

Reserved seats $7.00 (Stu./Sen. $5 50)

f Treat the family to some delightful opera ...

Jjk

Canadian

HmJUI

Jflmderella i'fSk
'
p%;

Rossini (in English)

The classical story has been transformed :

■'.'*'.> into a glorious operatic tale comedy.

/sb

and a thoroughly enjoyable
-A wonderful introduction for the children.

-

12

iW.
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The Mousetrap
by Rodger Tschanz
On the 10th, 11th, and 12thof'this
month the citizens of K-W are going
to have their first opportunity of the
decade to see a major theatrical
production given by the WLU
Drama Club. The production?—
"The Mousetrap". The playwrite?—
Agatha Christie.
This play has the reputation of
being the longest running play in
history. It was first produced in
1952 and has been running ever
since. The plot is in the form of a
murder mystery. To find out more
you must come and see it.
The tickets are on sale now in the
WLUSU office. Adults-.52.50,
Students $2.00 and Children (12 and
under) $1.50. This year the
production will be held in the
Theatre Auditorium, a much more
A preview sneak
appropriate atmosphere for a play,
such as this, than in IEI. Last year excellent job making the limited
the Drama Club's production "The resources available turn into a
realistic stage setting.
Stone" was held in IEI.
For some of the actors/actresses
The stars of the play, for there is
no one star, are as follows: Debi this is their first time on stage, arid
McKay plays Mollie Ralston, for others this is their next stage up
Darren Laing-Giles Ralston, Gerry from high school productions they
Mcßride-Christopher Wren, Donna participated in. Rita herself has had
Fisher-Mrs. Boyle,.Dominic Dean- twelve years of experience in the
Major Metcalf, Cindy Hughs-Miss theatre so we can expect to see a well
Casewell, Dave Gent-Mr. directed play.
Producing a play such as this
Paravicine and Terry Finucan as
Detective Sergeant Trotter. Behind takes money as well as time. (The
actors/actresses have been working
the scenes are Rita Huschkadirector. Brad May-stage manager. on lines since October). This year the
Donna Anstett-publicity and the Drama Club had only $600 to work
many stage hands who have done an with. Considering that-an average

Humanities Theatre, UW
Reserved seats $10.50 (Stu./Sen. $9.00)

V

jazz
of
A memorable evening
I

/

>3m

-in the swing idiom!

(m
Scott
Hamilton 1
«Of
■EBBS Warren

•

the
with [

\i

Quintet

A dynamite jazz concert with two international jazzstars,
Hamilton on tenor sax and Vache on trumpet. Both have
been featured at "Eddie Condon's" in New York and play at
Newport and all the major jazz festivals.

Monday, February 4,8 p.m.

Humanities Theatre, UW Reserved seats $7.50 (Stu./Sen. $6.00)
V ickets for this event also at Sam the Record Man, Kitchener/

Thoroughly-Canadian
Folksingers whose witty, rollicking
music brings a tap to your toe
and lots of fun. Traditional and current
repertoire, with their latest hit
"Maple Leaf Dog" a knockout!

'
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8 p.m..Humanities Theatre, UW | iLBHi«P^
Reserved
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Wednesday, February 13,
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seats $5.50 (Stu./Sen $4.00)
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It's Time Yoii Saw the Other Winnipeg Dance
Company...

WINNIPEG'S

Contemporary
„ / Dancers
v

/

JW„*'
/
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Information:
ooc AOR{\
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MJm.-
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Luncheon 11:30 to 2 p.m.
Licensed under L.L8.0.
You must be 19 or over to
enter the Pickle Cellar
Entrance on north side of building

>
"...the best Canadian modern
dance company this city has seen ..."
Montreal Gazette
finest
"••• one Canada's
dance groups ..."
contemporary
Dance Magazine, New York

°*

pr jday, February 1 5
8 P-m. HumanitiesTheatre, UW

.

Reserved seats $6.50 (Stu./Sen. $5.00)
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.
Bldg
ModernLanguages
MainBox OHice. 254
University ol Waterloo. Bishops Style Shop. Stanley Park Mall.
Kitchener: K-W Symphony Ottice. 56 King St N Waterloo
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HOMEMADE SOUP
AND COFFEE
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LUNCHEON
licensed L L B O

Bj

with purchase of
any sandwich
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Mansize

H|

mmmm i
All the Pickles you

can eat...

Corned

Beef, Roast Beef or
Ham on a Bun, cole
Slaw

Sandwich

Platter

with cole slaw, roasted potatoes, veget-

ables

RODGER
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PIC
at the rehearsal
high school production has an
operating budget of $1200, we can
sympathize with the cast. With
support at the box office from the
student body, this budget may be
raised. If financial as well as moral
support is not realized this year, any
thoughts of a production this size in
the near future may be dismissed.
This school needs an injection of
culture into its mainstream.
Curtains open at 8:00 pm.

Zoot Sims
by Steve and Roy Bang
Last month Zoot Sims was in
town for an evening performance at
the UW Arts Centre. Those who
follow Jazz no doubt know of the
talents possessed by Mr. Sims
nevertheless the concert still
warrants a brief review. The Master
of Ceremonies for the evening was
Peter Appleyard who provided a bit
of wit and eventually saved the day
as we will see later.
Sims was accompanied by a bass
player, pianist and a drummer, who
opened the show with several upbeat
numbers dominated by an
overwhelming loud bass. The arts
theatre at U of W, possesses
incredible acoustics which allows a
musician to go without amplication
and still maintain a high quality
sound. Unfortunately no one told
the bass player arid his amplifier
became the centre of attention for
most of the first set. One would have
thought that with the appearance of
Zoot Sims, the bass player would
lower his sound level and allow the
audience to get a taste of Sim
majestry on the saxophone, but that
was not so. In fact the set became a
contest between <he bass and
drummer who attempted to drown
each other out seldom allowing the
audience to hear the saxophone. The
man to be pitied the most was the
pianist who might as well have
stayed at home for all we could hear
of him.

Monday, January 28, 8 p.m.
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Chef's Inspiration $1.99

After one set of bass we entered
the second set hoping for a change
and were treated to some of
Appleyard's vibraharp. Although
Sims is an excellent musician and
very cool on stage he lacked theablility to lead the band. Moreover
he lacked the ability to shut the bass
player down, something Appleyard
did very handily, fortunately for the
audience. Appleyard seemed to keep
the bass player under control all
through the second set even forcing
him to allow Sims a solo spot,
something he had not had in the first
set. Appleyard and Sims embarked
on a medly of old favourites which
brought hearty applause from the
audience who were relieved as much
as pleased after the disappointing
first set.
But despite the drown of the bass
the evening was a success due to the
efforts of Appleyard who is perhaps
the world's best living vibraharpist.

The Cord

DISC-COVERY
a Personal look at the 70's
musicians. Punk was meant to shock Elvis Costello.
by Neal Cutcher
people into changing. Punk rock
New Wave is now in vogue. Rock
Well there they go.The 1970's just was a term made up by a bunch of will replace Disco as the "dance
kind of flew by so quickly. Music is idiot journalists in England and was music". Even the big discos are
supposed to reflect a culture at that also called Dole line rock and playing New Wave music. All those
time. If this is so then the culture was perhaps more adequately Urban disco fags are dancing to the rock.
pretty mixed up and in search of folk protest music.
However the New Wave is quickly
something better. There was
Punk was simple. It had black becoming as boring as the old Wave.
dissatisfaction everywhere in the humour with lyrics about this mixed It has become safe, unadventurous,
West. Theme-generation thrived.
up world. The melodies were often and often going through the
I started to listen to radio in 1970. simple and sometimes they were •motions. But there is still a lot offine
Since then I have listened to a lot of screamed in frustrated anger. Most music being produced that can be
tunes. I got tired of AM music of the "punk" bands emerged from classified as "New Wave".
around 1974 and since then I have down and out kids in England where
The following list consists ofsome
been listening to FM rock stations. things really stunk in a socio- of my favourite groups and
The music has changed over the political sense. These young new individuals from the 19705. This is a
bands included The Clash, The Sex list of my favourite groups and it is
years with me.
In 1977 I started to listen to Pistols, The Damned, Buzzcocks, not meant for you to agree with me
something called "Punk rock"; I Souxsie and the Banshees, and (but I hope they make you think
tired of "Mainstream rock" which various other bands. The Ramones about what your lave raves are).
had lost a lot ofrelevance to me. My were the first of the modern Punk Roxy Music, The Ramones, The
favourite were Genesis, The Beatles, outfits. They came from the Bowery Jam, The Clash, Jonathon Richman
Strawbs, Peter Gabriel, Rod (New York City) and they started and the Modern Lovers, Bryon
Stewart, and the Moody Blues. the New Wave rolling.
Ferry, Nick Lowe, Rolling Stones,
These bands made pretty noises but
Punk was unwieldy in its David Bowie, Kraft, The Sex Pistols,
offered no insight and were out of approach. New Wave was born out Brian Ens, Bob Mairley and the
touch with the way I was feeling.
of the ashes of Punk. (Punk rock is Waiters, Televisions, Elvis Costello,
It was then that I fell upon Punk still alive and well.) The New Wave Rod Stewart, Genesis, Generation X
Rock. One of the first things that I is just old time Rock and Roll which and other British rock groups.
learned about Punk rock was that it has been brought to life. American
produced instant horror. Punk in its techno-rock almost destroyed rock.
early stages got "bad press". There New Wave saved it once again with
was violence, safety pins in the ears bands like The Knack, The Police,
and cheeks, puke, ripped clothing, Boomtown Rats, Joe Jackson, The
"spike" haircuts, multi-coloured Cars, Talking Heads, lan Bomm,
hair, and screaming amateur Dave Edmunds, Nick Lowe and
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high notes
1980 WOW!
What will the eighties bring to music or what will music bring to the
eighties?
This year, 1980 marks the coming 0f...
a different decade...
a different dimension in music.
Here are a few possibilities of eighties events.
Disco will diddle-daily and die. Punk rock will peter out on its
bedrock, and New Wave will be the inspiration of the 1980s. Jazz will
be jubilant and simmer itself in rock and roll slowly till it boils hotter
than ever.
There will be a dichotomy in the musical direction of many groups,
greater than ever before which by the end of the 80's will all synthesize
to shed light on new sounds and symbols...Yet, music will continue to
be the medium for ventilation of fevers and feelings.
Movies will become low budget "make it or break it" marvels at
little expense to the producers (but at large cost to the consumer).
They will become so animated that actors and actresses will become a
thing of the past. Sight, sound and sensation will dominate themusical
industry. (You can tell that there is something happening when Miss
Piggy is nominated for best actress of last yearj
Bars will continue to make the bucks as people turn to their
comfortable, affordable style of entertainment.
New dance steps will include dips and dives never experienced
before. This whole gammit (of dancing) will be a "do or die"situation
wherein people will be encouraged to make a fool out of themselves on
the dance floor in attempts to get down and individualize.
Book sales will boom as people spend their leisurely hours at home,
a conservation measure which could eventually prevent social
interaction.
„
~„
Bea McMillan
Entertainment Editor
i

~

Tamiae Stag
by Ian McKelvie
Stags are all basically the same.
Guys sit around playing cards for
a while putting back a few (?) beers.
The card games though are soon
forgotten once the various "guest
speakers" take to the stage. Often
these are followed by selected audiovisual presentations. Yes, stags are
all basically the same—unless you
attended the annual Tamiae Stag
last November. It may seem like a
long time ago but one can be sure
there are some "participants" who
have not forgotten.
To begin with, the Waterloo
Motor Inn is not your typical stag
site. A ballroom for some reason just
does not seem to provide the most
suitable atmosphere for stag
craziness. The decor was more
appropriate for your cousin's
wedding. The bartenders in their
tailor-made red suits were slightly
out of place yet they managed to
keep the thirsty crowd well supplied.
People were simply sitting at the
very edge of the stage anxiously
awaiting the appearance of the guest
speakers. Once the first guest of
honor appeared, everyone dropped
their cards and directed their
undivided attention toward the
stage.

The first two guests (no one
remembers their names), received a
polite response from the crowd.
Naturally, the best was saved for
last. For some reason everyone
enjoyed her excellent use ofaudience
participation in order to keep their
attention although the participants
themselves would not admit it the
next morning for fear of reprisals.
At the end (and during) the final
presentation everyone was on their
feet roaring their approval.
After a slight technical delay the
audio visual presentation began. In
the first film this guy...Censored.
At the end of the evening's
program, the crowd quickly
dispersed. Most admitted that they
had never been to a stag quite like
that one. The participants, however,
are still hesitant to relate their
experiences to this writer so that the
entire student body would have a
chance to read about it. Even an
offer of free hot chocolate with
ma'rshmellows up at the Cord offices
failed to sway them.
Perhaps stags are not all basically
the same.

WLU DRAMA CLUB
presents:

Agatha Christies
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\. DAZZLING REMEMBRANCE
FROM LIGHT-YEAR TO

January 10, 11, 12
at 8:00

This year show her your anniversary is
than ever
show her with diamonds.
Diamonds glowing with a fire to match
dazzling with all the days
your eternal love
you've shared, and what is yet to come.

more important

Theatre Auditorium
Adults $2.50
Students $2.00
Children $1.50
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LIGHT-YEAR
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30 KING ST W
KITCHENER
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579-3990.

irthright

Always remember, you
have a friend at
Birthright willing to
listen and help you with

your problems during

*

pregnancy.
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Records Reviewed
one's stomach upset. White himself
plays the sax throughout the album
which, of course does not blend with
the rest of the pieces. 1 would only
recommend this album to anyone
who wants a laugh because if this
album is taken seriously it may
produce side effects hazardous to
your health.

discover
ALL THE
FANTASTIC ' Kr /jM'V(
POSSIBILITIES J vOp
OF

h'P-t°£Hs*

album only adds depth to the
greatness of this rather blatant
album. Blatantcy in this case is
therapeutic, and Skyhooks will
probably be heard of more in the
1980s.

'^rfjdß

DUNGEON'S &
DRAGONS

by Bea McMillan
Michael Nesmith "Infinite Rider on
the Big Dogma"
This LP, distributed by Attic
records, is a step away from the guise
of the Monkees for Nesmith, which
credibly brings out his ability. What
sounds like early Blood Sweat and
Tears (in Dance and Have a Good
Time), moves on into a variety of
both vocal and musical talents by
Nesmith (in Magic), reminiscent of
the fifties tastes. Nesmith does not
waste time and delivers a direct
message through his lyrics and style.
This danceable album is both
nostalgic and has future potential.
Nesmith's style would please a wide
audience who appreciate
experimentation and harmony that
the record reveals. Cruisin' is a
possible top ten number and along
with Flying a bubble gum image is
definitely dispelled. Nesmith
through playing rhythmic guitar
and leading in the vocals delivers a
good easy listening solo album.

James White and the Blacks "Off
White"

This album is off all right...right
off the wall. As a definite punk rock
album it sounds like a warm up
session before the band had a chance
to cut an album let alone practice. It
lacks talent and is distasteful. With
titles like Contort Yourself and
Stained Sheets one can imagine the
image the music(?) portrays. That
may be the goal of the album
though...to shock you as it does. But
this is no reason to pat the group on
the back..on the contrary it makes

See us for all accessories,
and let's get on with the game!
Gene Cotton "No Strings Attached"
Quality records had a hold of an
Skyhooks "Guilty Until Proven impressionable group evidenced by
Insane"
this album. The clear guitar work is
This album, distributed by Attic never overpowering and accompanrecords is an unabashed success by ies the lyrics. At times the saxophone
Australia's number one group. The gives a nice jazzy influence (Gettin'
opening number Women in Over You) and at other times the
Uniform sets the tone of the album acoustic guitar gives this group a
and is fast becoming a classic with its folksy edge (Fall in Love). Like Jim
military beat. This group has quite Croce, Cotton fills in his tunes with
alot to comment ie: nuclear power personable stories. Tightrope
and grenades. Meglomania, Walker, the song which lends itself
epitomizes this with its catchy tune. to the title of the LP is a Gene
The record is not complete without Cotton/Mac Gayd«n piece, again a
an ideal song about the future (A mini story complete with a theme. It
Point in the Distance). The twist of is nice to hear the lyrics and the
anti-establishment thrown into the guitar finger picking on this album.
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Sports and Wheelgoods
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PHONE 745-4053 KITCHENER
45 ONTARIO SOUTH
ciiAKt.Kx
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Hours
Mon.-Wed. 9:30-6
Thurs. & Fri. 9:30-9:00
Sat. 9:00-5:30
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Tia Maria goes with Bogota.
Tia Maria goes with Paris.
Tia Maria goes with milk.
Tia Maria goes with ice.
Tia Maria goes with Istanbul.
Tia Maria goes with him.
Tia Maria goes with\bdka.
Tia Maria goes with Janis.
music.
Tia Maria
Tia Maria goIt I nth dessert.
Tia Maria gojl iHth friends.

trim

1(1

Rampage '79
by Jacki Cook
To the delight of many of
Laurier's women, Tamiae's first
annual Stagette was held on
November 27.
Two male strippers were hired for
the evening. Mr. Rude, the
personification of punk rock, was
eventually booed offstage for failing
to tickle the audience's fancy. Mr.
Comfort, a tall blonde bundle of
energy, really seemed to capture the
mood of the crowd and had many of
the girls standing on their chairs
clapping and whistling.
At one point the microphone had
to be turned down as the jokes were
really getting to the business men in
the convention next door.
1 do have one question for the
organizers. You are planning a
Stagette and the management of the
hotel treats it like an uprising at the
Don Jail...What do you d0?...a)
Request the strippers to wear
shackles, b) Take the manager
hostage until the strippers submit to
your demands, or c) Pretend that
you are deaf, dumb and blind.

If

Tia Maria goes.
For recipe booklet write: Tia Maria (S). P.O. Box 308. Station B. Montreal. Quebec H3B 3J7
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Hawks Draw
by Fred McCauley

Winning hockey games has not
come easy for the WLU Golden
Hawks so far this season but it
appears that things are beginning to
look brighter for this team. This is
evident in Laurier's last two hockey
matches as they tied Brock on
Thursday 5-5 and on Saturday the
Hawks held the Waterloo Warriors
to a 4-4 draw.
Coach Gowing of the Hawks felt
that his team could have used a win
against Brock and Laurier nearly
came out victorious. The Golden
Hawks had a 5-3 lead going into the
third period but Brock managed to
bounce back and tie the game.
Leading the way for Laurier was Al
McCrae with two goals. Other
Laurier marksmen were Bill
Cameron, Ed Lynch and Darryl
Benjamin.
Fans at the Auditorium witnessed
a very exciting hockey game between
the Golden Hawks and the
Warriors. The rivalry between these
two teams was quite apparent as
there was end to end hockey from
start to Finish. The Hawks were the
first to get on the scoreboard in the
firstperiod as Dave Northernscored
on his own rebound after streaking
down the wing. The Hawks failed to
score with a two man advantage and
near the end of the power play, the
Warrior's ever dangerous Don
Langlois scored the first of his two
goals to tie the score at 1-1.
In the second period, Langlois
scored again with a two man
advantage to put the Warriorsahead
2-1. Waterloo then increased their
lead to two goals on the power play.
The Golden Hawks got a goal back
just before the period ended when Al
McCrae scored on his own rebound
with a backhand to make the score
3-2.
The third period showed a lot of
action by both teams, especially by
Laurier near the end of the game.
The Waterloo team went ahead 4-2
with a goal early in the period and
with effective penalty killing
displayed by the Warriors, it
appeared that it was all over for
Laurier. However, with just six
minutes to play, the Hawks
forechecked the Warriors in their

Soccer
Lives
Wilfrid Laurier University
Golden Hawks soccer team have
been accepted into the O.U.A.A.
and are included in the newly
published 1980 league schedule.
They will open their first season at
home to the Western Mustangs on
Sunday, September 21 st at 1:00 p.m.
There will be a meeting of all men
interested in varsity soccer on
Wednesday, January 16 at 4:30 p.m.
in Room IEI. This will be an
organizational meeting and soccer
coach Barry Lyon will outlineplans
for the future. He is looking for a
manager and a trainer for next
season as well as a commitment
from players for next season. If you
cannot make the meeting pleae let
Mr. Lyon know if you are interested
in playing. He is located in Room
IC3 in the old Arts Building
basement or can be reached at
extension 217.

own zone and Dan McCaffertyfed a
beautiful pass to Darryl Benjamin in
front of the net, and the Hawk
captain made no mistake in firing
the puck in for Laurier's third goal.
Two minutes later, a scramble in
front of the Waterloo goal squirted
the puck loose to Paul McSorley left
unattended and the defenceman
calmly shot it into the open net,
tying the game at 4-4.
The Golden Hawks are currently
in ninth place with a 2-5-3 record,
eleven points behind first place
McMaster. Coach Gowing
explained about the Hawks'
situation, stating that if the team
does not start winning more games,
Laurier will slowly disappear from
the playoff picture. The Hawks next
game will be in London against
Western on Jan. 9 and will play at
home against the Windsor Lancers
on Jan. 12 at the Kitchener
Auditorium.

RODGER

BY

PIC

Hawks Darryl Benjamin (11), Greg Ahbe, and Dan McCafferty along with a Waterloo pair are in
deep concentration over a little black disc.
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golden words

Mens B-Ball Down Ryerson

Welcome back sporting enthusiasts I hope that your holiday season
was a pleasant one and that you're all geared up for what promises to
be a very exiting year in the world of sports. Athletics are presently in
full swing here at WLU with enough action in hockey, basketball,
volley ball, swimming and whateverelse an eagerfan can catch sight of
to keep each and everyone of us entertained and off the streets. But
before we get caught up head over heals with the present sporting
action I thought, being as it is the start of a New Year and the
beginning of a brand new decade that it would be most appropriate to
take a look at some New Year's resolutions.
Of course we're allfamiliar with the various traditional resolutions
that crop upyear after year as customary as the crooning ofAuld Lang
Syne. Such favourites as the stubbing out of the final cigarette (and the
traditional tossing away of the package which just happens to be
empty). It lasts at least until the middle of New Year's day when the
unbearable pounding going on inside of one's head upon awakening
necessitates the "flic of the bic" to calm one's tattered nerves and
hopefully relieve the excruciating pain. Just as common is the pledge
to stay off the bottle or at least cut down during theweek (of course all
the while reassuring oneselve that you will make up for it on
weekends). Another "oldie goldie" is the ever popular hark that "this
year I will stick to a sensible nourishing diet and get rid of the fifty
pounds of excess baggage and three spare tires I no longer need." Of
course there are many more similar resolutions which you are well
aware of, however, at this time I deem it more important for you to
hear some of the New Year's resolutions made by various sporting
personalities. But rather than just rhyme them off, you're going to
have to do a little bit of work (for a change) and see if you can match
the resolutions with their appropriate resolver. Good luck!

New Year's Resolutions:
1. To start off the 80's on the right
foot by capturing Super Bowl XIV.
2. To continue to be as pleasant,
friendly, and helpful as always.
3. To never lose another hockey
game.
4. To study and work really hard
thjs year in school.
5. The pledge to keep his nose in
everybody else's business and yet
retain boyish good looks, smile, and
"who me" attitude while virtually
running the affairs of the N.H.L.
6. To stick to his commitment to try
and build a pennant contender
through the development of youth at
least until the fans quitcoming to the
ball park.
7. Bring the Stanley Cup back to his
team and where it belongs.
8. To get out and support the
Golden Hawks more often than in
the past year.
9. To study and work really really
hard.
10. To refrain from swinging his
stick in a wild, savage fashion
immediately upon scoring a goal.
11. To compliment his teams
brilliant wishbone offense and
stalwart defense with and
outstanding passing game.
12. To get involved in a sport for the
exercise and sheer fun of it.
13. To bring the Grey Cup to
Toronto just like every other coach
in the past millennium has pledged
to do and failed to deliver.

14. To quit taking temper tantrums
(but not his half million a year plus
salary) on the tennis courts.
15. To continue to play for another
half century or at least until his
grandchildren are old enough to
take his place.
16. To give up sweets (ie. cookies,
cake, pie, fudge, etc.) for a two
month period because he made quite
a pig of himself over the holidays
and to lose the fetus of a spare tire
around his waist before it is born.

In the heat of the battle against Ryerson

by Chip McBain
Where are the Men's Basketball
Hawks going this year? I don't
know. I stated in 79 that the team
appeared to have a bright future as
most players were only in their first
or second year. But where will the
team be this year? I have stated that
a) John "Brat" McEnroe
the team would play competetive
b) yours truly
exciting basketball. The season
and
c) you again
opens Wednesday of this week and
d) Killer "Tiger" Williams, acting
has Laurier travelling down the
Captain of the Toronto Maple street to UW which prompts me tp
Leafs.
say that I stand by the above
c) Blue Jays' President, Peter viewpoint. True the Hawks have
Bavasi.
looked inconsistent at times but also
have risen to near inspired brillance.
f) eager WLU student
g) Mitzie and bonnie, the lovely
ladies in the Athletic office.
h) Pittsburg Steelers
i) Philadelphia Flyers
j) The "Eagle" Eagleson
k) the ever lovable Harold
(everybody's pal) Ballard
I) an extra eager beaver (WLU
business student)
m) Golden Hawks' Football coach
"Tuffy" Knight
n) Willie "Why Not" Wood
o) Gordie "Gramps" Howe
P) you
How did you score?
Answers on Page 19.

CONCORDIA
UNIVERSITY

Joe Veil
Sports Editor

j

Last Friday's game against Ryerson Warriors this year combine to make
is a perfect example.
a Hawk victory over Waterloo in the
In the first half the Hawks season opener a critical win should it
appeared inconsistent and held only come about. A disciplined
a two point spread at the half. When unrelenting defence together with
the smoke cleared after the final close attention to rebounding and
buzzer, however, the Hawks had turnovers is what is needed to crack
posted a convincing 106-59 victory. Waterloo. The Hawks displayed just
Laurier has played Waterloo that at the WLU tourney. The
twice this year so far in tournament pressure is on the Warriors to stay
play. The Hawks were trounced at on top.
the Naismith at UW and came
The season opener, whether a
pleasingly close to victory in the
final game of the WLU invitational Golden Hawk victory or a hard
tourney. The closeness of their fought defeat should be an
meeting at the Invitational together indication of what promises to be an
with the upand downfortunes of the entertaining season ahead.
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GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
Applications for graduate fellowships are invited
from candidates intending to study full-time in a
graduate program leading to a master's or doctoral
degree at Concordia University. Academic merit,
broadly interpreted, is the prime consideration in
granting of awards. Financial need is not taken
into account.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: February 1, 1980
ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNERS: April 1, 1980
COMMENCEMENT OF TENURE: September 1, 1980
These awards are valued at up to $7000 a year,
plus basic tuition, and may in some cases be
renewed for up to three years.
Additional information and application forms are
available from the:
Graduate Studies Office
Concordia University
1455 dc Maisonneuve Blvd. W.
Montreal, Quebec H3G IMB
Tel: (514) 879-7314
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Tamiae Hockey Thrives

WLU NEW DEMOCRATS
PRESENT

DR. TED BOUNSALL
(MPP Windsor Sandwich)

TOPIC

—

Equal Pay for Equal Value of Work

TONIGHT
Paul Martin Centre (WLU)

7:30
— wine and cheese will be served —

,

by Steve Willert
There are a lot of games to be
reported this week due to the
Christmas break. The new schedule
is also being printed so be sure to cut
it out, as it has been changed.
The first games to be reported
were played on November 28. Bus 7
survived a scare from Bus 2 when
Gascon scored an empty net goal to
secure a 4 to 2 win. Horan, Stewart
and Meyers scored the other goals
for Bus 7. Land netted both goals for
the losers.
The second game featured some
hard hitting as Bus 5 shut out Bus 4
by a score of 4 to 0. Sabo scored a
very pretty goal on a solo end-to-end
rush. The other scorers were
Dimeoff, Wilson and Head. On
Sunday December 2, Bus 7
embarassed Bus 8 by an 11 to 2
score. The Gas-con-Healy-Wallace
line did most of the damage as they
clicked for twelve points. Bus 7
scorers were Gascon with the hat
trick, Wallace MacDonald and
Meyers with two, while Fisher and
Bennett potted singles. Smith and

a

Bailey replied for Bus 8.
Bus 4 outmuscled Bus 3 in the
second game for a 4 to 1 victory. The
main story was Bus 3's inability to
take advantage of numerous power
plays. Fisher with two, and Oneill
and Karpinchick with singles lead
Bus 4. Pringle netted the lone Bus 3
goal.
The first game of December 5 was
a high scoring affair as Bus 1 blasted
Bus 6 by a 9 to 6 score. Many ofBus
1 's goals were scored on nice passing
plays ending with tip-ins into a wide
open net. Youmans and Card with
two, Allendorf, Kuindersman,
Turchet, McKenna and Taylor with
singles lead bus l's scoring barrage.
Bus 6 scorers were Delamere with
two, Beard, Hawke, Wildfang and
Broadbent netting singles.
The second game saw Bus 5 come
up with a team effort to defeat Bus 2
in a rugged game by a score of4 to 1.
Bus 2 looked quite strong and
perhaps would have won the game
had they passed the puck. Wilson,
Wilkie, Cain and Keilhauer scored
for Bus 5. Curtis broke. Day's

I used to think banks
robbed employees of their
individuality and gave it

back when theyretired.

"When it came to picking a career,
banking was the last thing on my mind.
The reason was, I pictured myself
disappearing into the woodwork and
surfacing 40 years later with a gold
watch, a slap on the back and one ofthose
'good old boy' retirement parties.
"Brother, was I wrong.
"Before graduating from Laurier,
1 talked with one of Toronto Dominion's
campus recruiters. He stressed the
personality of the bank and its people.
Plus the fact that I wouldn't get lost
in the shuffle-and I could make my own
opportunities ifI worked hard at it.
"He talked a lot about TD's management opportunities, too. He explained
that theyJ were into everything
from
JO
market research to international banking.
"I was impressed. And so I decided
to giveTD a chance.
"I started in their Banklab Training
Course and it gave me some important insights into management.Then I
did some work in research and
development, followed by commercial
credit training. Now I'm an Assistant
Manager of commercial credit-agood job
with a lot ofresponsibility.
"Today, things are moving along just
fine.The future looks bright and
prosperous. And Tony Busbridge is

Look forTD recruiters onyour campus soon.

shutout as he scored the loan Bus 2
goal midway through the third
period.
The next games to be played were
the first day back to school, January
2. Perhaps as a direct result Bus 4,
with only 7 players staggered in the
third period of their game against
Bus 1, allowing Bus 1 to eke out a 3
to 2 victory. The star of the game
had to be Bus 4's goalie, John
Bazilli. He was hot and held them in
the game especially when his team
mates tired. Bus 1 goals were scored
by Brown, Lemke and Bateman.
Leon and Pease replied for Bus 4.
The second contest was an
example of a game in which the score
didn't indicate the actual play. Bus 8
had it all over Bus 5 and yet they lost
4 to 1 due to the particularly strong
play of Bus 5 goalie Kevin Day.
Sabo scored a very pretty goal for
the winners as he skated through the
team and put it by Blake in the final
minute of play to ice the victory.
Wilkie, Gowan and Huxtrable were
the other Bus 5 scorers. Bus B's only
reply was from the stick of Turnball.
On Sunday January 6, the first
game almost turned into shinny as
neither team had a goaltender.
However, substitutes were found
and the contest continued. Bus 2,
although shorthanded, managed to
score a goal in the dying minutes to
tie bus 3 at four all. The difference in
the game was Bus 3's inability to
score on numerous opportunities,
quite often due to hot goaltending
by John McPherson. Notching goals
for Bus 3 were Muirhead, Ormel,
Pladsen, and Wilkinson. Bus 2
scorers were Ireland, Simpson,
Lackie and Willis.
The second game saw Bus 7
overpower Bus 6 by a 6 to 2 score,
the highflying Bus 7 offence kept
Bus 8 locked in their own end most
of the game and kept Hurley busy
between the pipes. Gascon,
Underhill, Kelter, Meyers, Chadder
and MacDonald all with singles
scored for Bus 7. Maclnnes and
Gilbert replied for Bus 6.
Standings
Team
Bus 7
Bus 5
Bus 1
Bus 3
Bus 2
Bus 4
Bus 6
Bus 8

W
10
8
5
3
3
3
1
1

L
0
1
4
4
4
5
8
8

T
0
1
1
3
3
2
1
1

GF GA PTS
76 24 20
40 18 17
42 46 11
32 31
9
27 28 9
20 29 8
22 52 3
28 59 3

Individual Scoring
Player

Muirhead
McDonald
Kelter
Meyers
Brown
Gascon
Chadder
Taylor
Krische
McKenna
Healy

Team

'?

7
7
7
1
7
7
1
3
1
7

G

APTS

12 9 21
10 9 19
8 11 19
8 10 18
10 7 17
9
7 16
8 15
7
4 11 15
5 14
9
3
9 12
2 10 12

Tamiae Hockey League
Schedule Winter 1980
(replaces earlier schedule)

Jan. 9
6vs 5
7 vs 4

Jan. 13
2 vs 4
6 vs 8

Jan. 16

1 vs 7

Jan. 20
1 vs 2
8 vs 3

Jan. 23
7 vs 3
6 vs 2

Jan. 27
8 vs4
5 vs 1

Jan. 30
2 vs 8
3 vs 1

Feb. 3
5 vs7
4 vs 6

3 vs5
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Hawkettes Ready for Action
by JaneEllenor
The Women's basketball team
was forced to recover from the
holidays at a tournament held in
Windsor this past weekend.
Not having played since the first
of last December, the team was,
frankly, a little out of shape. In the
Can-Am Tourney, the Hawkettes
were pitted against St. Clair
College of Windsor, and three
American squads: Illinois,
Dearborn and Port Huron. Suffice it
to say that these early competitors
brought our team to an abrupt,
awakening that they have to start to
work again.
This week, the team is doing just
that; they are preparing for a game
against York on Friday night and
one on Saturday at 2 pm, against
Ryerson. Friday's game will be the
first time that Laurier and York
have met on the court and it will be a
tough one to win. York, this year,
has dropped down into our league
from Tier 1 and it still retains much
of its former strength as well as the
pick of some graduated talent from
Toronto's high schools. This will be
the team to beat as York has "blown
lose,
it's
so
much
fun
when
we
don't
even
it
is
a
tie.
if
Boy
only
more
everybody (in the league) by 20 to 30
PIC BY JAY BABIN
points." Saturday's game against
Ryerson will be a grudge match as
they edged by our girls in their last
match by 1 point. Laurier expects to

teach them that last time they were ankle at the Can-Am Tournament.
The team will certainly miss the
just lucky.
Our Laurier Hawkettes are height as well as the enthusiasm
confident, in spite of their current Germaine contributed. I hate to say
injury. Jane Campbell, a key player, that those are the breaks, but they
has puller her Achilles tendon and are. Still, Laurier is hanging in there
must be careful with it in the
proving that they are equal to any
upcoming games. Another forward, competition. Be there to watch our
Germaine Rousseau, is out for the team this Friday and Saturday.
season, having badly broken her

-—:
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Hawk Swimmers Shine
by Joe Veit
The Golden Hawks Swim team
had a successful afternoon this past
weekend when they competed in a
tri-team swim meet at Trent
University with Ryerson being the
other competitor. The women's
team emerged victorious with a
point total of 78 and the men's team
finished with 35 points and in third
place.
Spearheading the attack for the
women was Jo-anne Van Maele and
Nancy Petrick winning 3 and 2
individual first place finishes
respectively as well as combining
with teammates Marg lutzi, Chris
Rol, and Laurie McEachern to
capture two first place finishes in
medley events. Tom Hett and John
Falk lead the way for the men's team
capturing 5 second place finishes
between them. Even though there
was not a diving competition
Laurier's lone diver, Paul Popovich
helped out by teaming up with Hett,
Falk, and Rick Van Maele to swim
in the 200 metre medley.
The Hawks next taste of action
will be Sat. Jan. 19 when they host a
swim meet here at WLU. Head on
out to the pool and support your
golden swimmers.
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I Kitchener-Waterloo I
■Symphony Orchestra I
Raffi Armenian
Music Director and Conductor

NIGHT 1
1 FRIDAY
CONCERT

I

At the Humanities Theatre, UW

I

Special Student Prices!

Hawk swimmer John Falk working out in the pool

GUS MAUE
SPORTS
of King & University

I the Stratford I
I Emembk I

corner

NOW HAS X-COUNTRY
SKI RENTALS!

DAILY —$5.00
WEEKEND — $9.00
WEEKLY — $20.00
If, after renting for the weekend,
you decide to buy a set you can
take the rental fee of $9.00 off of
the already low-priced Ski
Packages ranging from $49.95
to $129.95.

I Williams I
18,8 p.m.
FRIDAY, JAN.
Sat,

Jan. 19 & Sun, Jan. 20
Also, some tickets for
Humanities Theatre. 800 p.m.
"One of thefinest and most senstive smallorchestras
in the whole country" Boris Nelson, past president

I

of the Music Critics Association of North America.
Cello Concerto
Programme includes: Britten
Schumann Symphony No. 2
Tickets $5.00 to $9.50 (Stu./Sen. $1.50 discount)

|\ INFORMATION: 886"3850/j
Symphony Office, 56 King St. N..
Waterloo
UW Box
Ke: 254

°^Bldg
Languages

of Wateroo.

/4f1P5v5l
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In this issue
—they want more money from
us AGAIN!
—exams cancelled or postponed
for various reasons
—Hunter takes a look at the
Hawk of the upcoming decade
—sensationalism: marshmallows
and Mr. Rude
—Scott McAlpine tries to take
over page 5
—records reviewed realistically
—squash team; peanuts for a
budget
—and welcome back from the
Cord staff

Thursday, January 10, 1980
Volume 20, Number 13
Floor picture winner: A3 East Little House, The Mob

WLUSU

NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
Elections for: President
Vice President: Secretary
8 Arts Directors
5 Business directors
1 Music Director
1 Graduate Director
Nominations Open: Jan. 21, 8:30 a.m.
Close: Jan. 28, 4:00 p.m.
Election to be held
Thursday, February 7, 10:00-4:00
In the Concourse
nomination forms available from WLUSU office

